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Follow Gyeonggi.
Gyeonggi-do, a province with a blend of rhythmical
culture and traditional and contemporary architecture, displays exquisite beauty. In addition, the sight of
the natural environment playing different notes across
the four seasons makes this place particularly more appealing, and the diverse culinary creations produced by
combining what has been obtained from nature will delight the senses. Content creators who have been enraptured by the charms of this province have set its cities and counties as the backdrops of movies, dramas
and music videos. Through such Hallyu (Korean Wave)
content, Gyeonggi-do has become a much livelier place
with so much more to offer to its visitors.
Explore the streets and alleys graced by Hallyu stars,
and take a bite of a delectable cake at a trendy dessert
café that they’ve probably visited at least once. While
traveling, you will become wrapped in a romantic time
and space and feel as though you have slipped into a
scene of a drama or movie. Take a seat in the central
open-plan living space (Daecheongmaru) of a quaint hanok (traditional house) and rest awhile, while pretending to be the hero or heroine of a period production. After some time, you might even crave some traditional
hansik (Korean cuisine) for dinner. If you are visiting in
springtime, visit Iryeong Station in Yangju and put on
your earphones to listen to BTS’ music and hum along.
Run around a theme park like an innocent child, just
as Lee Kwang-soo did on <Running Man>, and when
the night falls, enjoy some chimaek (chicken and beer)
with your travel companion with the brilliant lights and
breathtaking skyline of the city as the backdrop.
Read this booklet thoroughly and you will be ready to go
on a Hallyu journey across Gyeonggi-do.
Follow Gyeonggi. We welcome you here.

The region of Gyeonggi-do surrounds Incheon and the capital, Seoul.
The
is an arrangement of the consonants and vowels making
up the Korean word (Hangeul spelling), ‘Gyeonggi’ in the order they are
pronounced.
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The 31 cities and counties in Gyeonggi-do captivate travelers with their distinct charms.
There are places that have been graced by widely beloved Hallyu stars,
and you can also check out the latest fashion trends in Korea hidden behind the alleys
that have stolen the hearts of people in the know. Explore Gyeonggi-do and mark its map with little stars,
as you discover the hidden gems and reinterpret the attractions that are already well-known.
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K-FOOD
JOURNEY
TO GYEONGGI-DO
There are two guys hailing from the U.K. who absolutely adore Korea and all that it has to
offer. They are Dan and Joel, who say, “We love Korean culture and enjoy eating Korean food.
And we can even speak a bit of Korean. So we want to show people what Korea means to us
through our YouTube channel.” Their YouTube channel called <Dan and Joel> features videos
of the duo encountering Korean food, culture and people among other things, and they are
so full of wits and great stories that they have been receiving a great deal of support from
numerous subscribers. Together with Dan and Joel, we went on a trip to Suwon, Gyeonggido Province under the theme, ‘The Taste of Travel.’ In Suwon, you can enjoy diverse
experiences that allow you to transcend time and space, ranging from a walk along the trail
around Hwaseong Fortress, which has been inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List,
or saunter along Haengnidan-gil lined with cafes and restaurants that have been renovated
from old houses with a newtro (new + retro) concept.
INFLUENCERS. DAN and JOEL
www.youtube.com/danandjoel
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The Korean barbecue restaurants in Suwon
offer the crowd’s favorite, Galbi (ribs), with
their own touch by marinating them in their
special sauces. Don’t miss out on their
Saenggalbi (unmarinated ribs) because the
meat quality is phenomenal.

#GYEONGGI

#TASTE
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When the sun starts to set, light is shone
upon the old buildings and structures in
Suwon so that its majestic beauty can
shine in the dark, and one look at the
ancient architecture will take you back
in time. Hwahongmun Gate shown in the
photograph is one of the places wellknown for offering a striking sight at
night. There are seven rainbow-shaped
floodgates, all in different sizes. The sizes
were varied so as to effectively control
the amount of rainwater that enters into
the area.
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DAY 1.

A view of the Suwon Cultural
Foundation, where crock jars
glimmer under the sun

AM 10:00 @Hwaseong Fortress, Suwon
PM 3:00 @Hwaseong Haenggung Palace
PM 4:30 @Suwon Cultural Foundation

A Perfect Day to
Plunge into K-Culture
SUWON CULTURAL
FOUNDATION

The Blooming of Colorful Rice Cake Flowers
Suwon Cultural Foundation is located within
a 10-minute walking distance from Hwaseong
Fortress. There is not a dull moment, as you will
encounter diverse streets and people along the
way. The alleys are lined with two-story Westernstyle houses instead of towering buildings. The
city, which seems to be enclosed by the fortress
wall, exudes peace and tranquility, even when it’s
hustling and bustling. After the pleasant walk that
delights the eyes, you will soon arrive at the Suwon
Cultural Foundation. A building that seems to be
a modern and stylish interpretation of Hanok (traditional Korean house) greets visitors with its welcoming atmosphere. The center runs a wide variety of experience programs that allow participants
to learn more about traditional sauces, liquors, rice
cakes and teas. New programs are offered at the
beginning of every season or month, so it’s best
to check out their official website to get more info
prior to your visit. On the day that Dan and Joel
visited the center, they were offering a class called
<Hwajungjibyeong> which means ‘Rice Cake in a
Painting.’ Those who signed up for the class got to
decorate a piece of Baekseolgi (snow white rice
cake) with a choice of a yellow chrysanthemum,
red camellia, pink plum blossom, violet hydrangea or blue Korean-forget-me-not. Dan chose the
Korean-forget-me-not, while Joel chose the chrysanthemum. They were presented with a kit comprised of Baekseolgi, natural dyes and dough, so
they had no trouble making them. After they were
done, they were able to enjoy the rice cake together with tea brewed with the flower of their choice.
18-11, Jangan-dong, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do 031-247-5613
Every day. 09:00 - 18:00 (closed on Mondays)
www.swcf.or.kr (check the program calendar, fees, etc. on the website)
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“A city offering
a chance for visitors
to make rice cakes,
liquor and sauces
and brew tea”

HISTORIC SPOT 1
Hwaseong Fortress, Suwon
Inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1997,
Hwaseong Fortress surrounding the world’s first city to be
founded based on an urban development plan was built in
just two and a half years during the reign of King Jeongjo of
the Joseon Dynasty using the latest technology at the time.
It contains Dongbuk Gongsimdon (The Northeast Observation Tower), where soldiers kept a watch out for foreign
invasion, and Ammun Gates (secret gates) through which
soldiers could evacuate. Dongilporu which served as the
east sentry post is a pavilion where travelers can remove
their shoes and relax. When you climb up the gentle slopes,
you will be able to enjoy an unobstructed view of the city. Its
night view is considered one of the top 100 sights in Korea,
so don’t miss it.
320-2, Yeonghwa-dong, Jangan-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do 031-2903600
March~October 09:0-18:00, November-February 09:00-17:00
Child: 500 KRW, Adolescent or Military Officer: 700 KRW, Adult: 1000 KRW

HISTORIC SPOT 2
Banghwasuryujeong Pavilion
This is the southeastern pavilion (Dongbukgangnu) among
the four pavilions of Hwaseong Fortress, and it has been
designated as Treasure No. 1709. The military facility built
during the reign of King Jeongjo of the Joseon Dynasty also
served as a pavilion where people could enjoy the surrounding scenery. Its appearance seems to change throughout
the season, and it looks even more striking at night that it receives more visitors after sunset. It is especially famous for
offering a spectacular night view when autumn flowers and
blossoms begin to bloom. When you are here, make sure to
take off your shoes and go up to it to overlook the fortress.
44-6, Suwoncheon-ro 392beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-290-3600

Dan decorating the baekseolgi
in the shape of a Korean-forget-me-not
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DAY 2.

There was nothing that was quite
like it! Nammun Tongdak has
been delighting the tastes buds
of countless customers with
wanggalbi-tongdak since the
release of <Extreme Job>

AM 10:00 @Suwon Paldal Global Market
PM 2:00 @Suwon Fried Chicken Street

There’s Never Been Anything Quite Like It
SUWON FRIED CHICKEN STREET
A Visit to Nammun Tongdak After a Tour
of the Traditional Market
A traditional market is a place where you can meet
the locals and experience their lifestyle. Once you
arrive, the first thing that will catch your attention
are hotteok (sugar-filled Korean pancake), nokdujeon (mung bean pancake) and various other
snacks and fast foods. Go on a treasure hunt to find
the momppae-baji (loose, light and airy pants that
elderly women tend to wear), which are now called
the Refrigerator Pants because they will help you
stay cool in the summer, and the ultra-soft blankets that have become popular on social media
because of their eye-catching patterns. With such
diverse and unique things to offer, traditional markets are a must-visit for those traveling from out of
town, especially if you are in Suwon.
This is because there are a whopping 9 traditional
markets established all the way from Paldalmun Gate
with the Suwoncheon Stream running in the middle.
To the east of Paldalmun Gate Market, the establishment of which was initiated by the Great King Jeongjo, there are Jidong Market, Minarigwang Market
and Motgol Market that specialize in food and food
ingredients, and to the west are Yeongdong Market
and Nammun Gate Fashion 1st Street that specialize in selling clothes and everyday products. Each
of these markets has its distinct charms, so if you
have time, you should try to explore each one. There
is a street that is always bustling with people during
weekdays and weekends alike. It’s Tongdak (Whole
Chicken) Street near Paldalmun Gate with around
ten chicken restaurants that have been around for
years. Although they all offer delicious bites, the top
three would have to be Jinmi Tongdak, Yongseong
Tongdak and Nammun Tongdak. Nammun Tongdak
in particular has been flooded with customers since
the release of the smash-hit movie <Extreme Job>.
The wanggalbi-tongdak served in a cast iron caldron
is so addictive that once you try it, you will have trouble stop thinking about it. Even way past lunchtime in
the afternoon, the first and second floors are packed
with customers. Bite into the chicken seasoned with
yangnyeom-galbi sauce and when you start to get
sick of it, cut the morning bread served together in
half and fill it with the chicken and salad to make your
very own sandwich.
16, Jeongjo-ro 800beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
1522-8818
Monday-Sunday 12:00~22:00
Suwon Wanggalbi Tongdak
20000 KRW, Suwon Wanggalbi Ban/Ban (Half & Half) 19000 KRW
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Time will fly by when
you look around the
9 traditional markets
from Paldalmun
Gate. Everything is
quite affordable here,
and there are many
items that can only
be found at a Korean
traditional market.

Galbi?
Fried chicken? Fill the
morning bread with
salad and make a
sandwich.

ANOTHER SPOT 1
Jinmi Tongdak
It opened its doors in 1981. The first floor has tables and
chairs, whereas on the second floor, there are low tables
that require you to sit on the floor. As soon as you take a
seat, you will be served with salt, chili sauce, and mustard
as well as pickled radish and rice puffs. Chicken gets deepfried in a caldron and served in bountiful portions. You can
tell that it is going to be super-crunchy on the outside, and
the batter is very thin. They will serve you deep-fried chicken gizzard for free.
21, Jeongjo-ro 800beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-255-3401
12:00~24:00, closed on Mondays
Fried Chicken 16000 KRW, Fried Chicken in Sweet and Chili Sauce
17000 KRW, Half & Half 17000 KRW

ANOTHER SPOT 2
Yongseong Tongdak
This fried chicken restaurant, which has been in operations
since 1978, is just as popular as Jinmi Tongdak. The chicken
deep-fried in ultra-hot oil in a caldron tastes sublime. It is
crispy on the outside and moist on the inside, and it tastes
so amazing that it requires no seasoning or sauce. When
you order chicken, it will be served with deep-fried chicken
gizzard and chicken feet.
15, Jeongjo-ro 800beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-242-8226
11:00~24:00, closed on Tuesdays
Fried Chicken 16000 KRW, Fried Chicken in Sweet and Chili Sauce
17000 KRW, Half & Half 17000 KRW
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Sip on some coffee at a rooftop
café and enjoy a view of
Janganmun Gate and the wall of
Hwaseong Fortress.

DAY 3.

Paterson Coffee

PM 4:00 @Haengnidan-gil

©LEE HYO SUN

The Newtro Alleys
of Suwon
EXPLORE THE CAFES
ON HAENGNIDAN-GIL
Jung Jiyoung Coffee
Roasters

Hwaseong Fortress Seen from a Rooftop
When you walk into Haengnidan-gil next to
Hwaseong Haenggung Palace, you will experience
an instant change of scenery, as though you have
stepped into a movie. There is a cluster of old houses that have been renovated and turned into coffee
shops and restaurants as well as ateliers where you
can check out a wide range of handmade crafts.
The low Western-style houses have been transformed under the concept of newtro (new+retro).
It is a beautiful street that’s worth capturing on an
instant camera. Perhaps that’s why, but it has served
as a filming location for <My ID Is Gangnam Beauty>,
a drama adaptation of a popular webtoon,
and <Right Now, Wrong Then>, a movie directed by
Hong Sang-soo.
When you are here, you should visit one of the rooftop cafes, which are perfect places to sip on some
coffee and enjoy a stunning view of Hwaseong Fortress. We paid a visit to Jung Jiyoung Coffee Roasters, a warm, welcoming café that has been renovated from an old house. Little did we know that it is
actually one of the most popular coffee shops along
Haengnidan-gil! The counter, bakery, and roasting
room are found on the first floor, while the second
floor contains a number of rooms, each with its own
concept. It is situated right next to the fortress, and
the rooftop overlooks Janganmun Gate and the
wall. Enjoying such a breathtaking view is arguably
one of the greatest joys of traveling.
Jung Jiyoung Coffee Roasters
13, Jeongjo-ro 905beon-il, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
070-7773-2017
12:00-22:00, closed on Mondays
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This area is a popular
filming location thanks to
the quaint alley that blends
well with the newtro cafes
that have been transformed
from old houses.

CAFÉ PICK 1
Café 7209
This place is famous for its picnic set, where a sandwich,
drink, and mat are served in a rattan basket. Lay out the mat
at Banghwasuryujeong Pavilion located around a 10-min walk
away from the café, and just sit back and relax. One of the
most popular items on the menu is Einspänner Coffee, which
is topped with whipped cream that contains a hint of salt.
54, Sinpung-ro 23beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-302-1111
12:00-22:00, closed on Thursddays

CAFÉ PICK 2
Paterson Coffee
If you see a white, four-story building with ‘Paterson Coffee’ on the exterior, then be sure to stop by. Of the two
doors, the left one leads to a counter where you can place
an order, while the right one leads to a spacious area with
seats where you can enjoy your drink comfortably. One of
the most delicious treats they offer is the Sweet Pumpkin
Cake, which has an amazing texture and is sprinkled with
Guérande salt.
33, Hwaseomun-ro, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
070-4257-0515
12:00-22:00
SEE Page 51: Map of 'Haengnidan-gil, Suwon'
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ICHEON

CITY GUIDE

SEE IT

Simmons Terrace ─ 12.97km (26-min drive) ─ Icheon Cerapia ─ 32.60km (4-min drive) ─
Pig Museum ─ 41.92km (51-min drive) ─ The Ssalbap (Rice) Restraurants Street on Gyeongchung-daero ─
6.47km (13-min drive) ─ Eden Paradise Hotel

If you want to explore everything that Gyeonggi-do
Province has to offer, you have no choice but to make
haste because there are tons of must-visit places in
its 31 cities and counties. But if you are feeling a bit
fatigued after following a jam-packed itinerary, we
suggest that you try slowing things down in Icheon.
You will be able to enjoy the slowness of the city
where rice is cooked in a caldron and ceramics are
shaped and fired in a traditional kiln.

©Simmons Terrace

Slow Cooker
Recipes of
Icheon

A view of the terrace on B1 of
Simmons Terrace, a cultural
complex where you can check
out Simmons’ signature style
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One of the earliest bed frames
made by Simmons more than
a century ago; the Brand
Museum Heritage Alley could be
described as a bed museum as
it features diverse tools used by
Simmons to make its products

‘SIMMONS TERRACE’,
A MULTICULTURAL SPACE, ICHEON
A Pleasant Rest After a Docent-Guided Tour
Simmons Factorium is the heart of Simmons Korea
that contains the research and development (R&D)
center with world-class facilities and the worldrenowned mattress production facilities. There is
even a cultural complex called Simmons Terrace,
which presents the brand story in addition to holding exhibitions and offering experience programs.
The Brand Museum Heritage Alley located on the
second floor of the complex offers docent-guided
tours. For a tour of the Factorium, you can book
online or make inquiries to the curator on site. The
guided tour takes visitors to the R&D Center, Production System Observation Tower, Heritage Alley
and Terrace. The Lifestyle Showroom and Terrace
Store found on the first basement floor showcases
the entire product lineup of Simmons. In the Farm
Garden located in front of the lounge, there are
plants and crops that are supposed to help people
sleep better.
988, Sasil-ro, Icheon-si, Gyeonggi-do 031-631-4071
Monday-Friday 11:00-20:00, Saturday-Sunday 11:00-21:00
www.simmons.co.kr

Tip
Ikovox Coffee with a Green Interior
Ikovox Coffee, which roasts premium coffee,
is all the rage among avid coffee drinkers.
The branch located at Simmons Terrace
has combined its usual industrial concept
with green interior décor to blend flawlessly
with Icheon, a slow, nature-friendly city. It’s
a place where you can experience healing
while looking at the diverse plants in the indoor garden and enjoy a splendid view from
the outdoor terrace on the second floor.
Every day, 10:00-22:00
Coffee 5300 KRW, Brewing Coffee 7000 KRW,
Milk Tea 7200 KRW

Free
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DO IT

EAT IT + BOOK IT

ICHEON CERAPIA The World Ceramic Center of
Korea Ceramic Foundation in Icheon
Icheon Cerapia, which has become a local landmark, is a family-oriented theme park whose name
means “utopia created with ceramics.” The World
Ceramic Center of Korea Ceramic Foundation in
Icheon, which is the core content of this site, houses around 2,000 world-class contemporary ceramic works and hosts a wide range of special exhibitions to showcase exceptional ceramic works
from around the world. Plus, there are residency
programs and experience facilities for artists to
focus on unleashing their creativity and also communicate with art enthusiasts.
263, Gyeongchung-daero 2697beon-gil, Icheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-631- 6501
09:00-18:00, closed on New Year’s Day, Mondays and
traditional holidays (Seollal & Chuseok)
www.kocef.org/02museum/04.asp

Tip
Doseondang Art Shop
If you still want more after a
tour of Icheon Cerapia, then
how about a visit to Doseondang? The art shop offers a
wide range of ceramic goods
from accessories to dishware
and ornamental ceramics. It’s a
perfect place to find souvenirs
that won’t break the bank.

THE PIG MUSEUM, ICHEON A Place Where
Children Can Interact with Piglets
At the Pig Museum, you can learn more about pigs,
which are actually one of the cleanest animals, and
also even touch and feed healthy and adorable
piglets, which presents wonderful memories especially for young kids. The Pig Parade with pigs running for food and the talent show shedding light
on their intelligence and talents will make you feel
closer to them. There are various other programs
where you can make sausages and pig-shaped
items.
129-7, Imosan-ro 372beon-gil, Yul-myeon, Icheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-641-7540
Tuesday-Sunday 09:00-18:00, closed on Mondays
Child 6000 KRW, Adult 7000 KRW
www.pigpark.co.kr

THE SSALBAP (RICE) RESTAURANTS STREET
ON GYEONGCHUNG-DAERO
A Gathering of Rice Powerhouses in Korea
Icheon rice has been recognized for its exceptional
quality since long ago, and this is attested by the
fact that it was served to the king during the Joseon Dynasty. On Ssalbap Street lined with houses built in traditional architectural style in Icheon
Ceramics Village, you can enjoy a traditional meal
with delicious rice. As you travel through this
street, which is just 1-min drive long, you will get to
see restaurants that are known for serving rice and
side dishes that taste absolutely divine. ‘King Rice
House (Korean: Imkumnim Ssalbapjip)’ introduced
on the TV program <Wednesday Food Talk> serves
a hearty meal with freshly cooked dolsot-bap (hot
pot rice). The cheonggukjang (rich soybean paste
stew) seasoned with only natural ingredients
served with high-quality Icheon rice was praised
by Hwang Hye-seong, who was registered as an
Important Intangible Cultural Property for her expertise in Korean royal court cuisine.

EDEN PARADISE HOTEL, ICHEON
Thoughtful Design Throughout
This is a hotel built on a 36,000m2 on the foothills of
Dodeuramsan Mountain in Icheon. The gorgeous
building was designed by Choi Si-young, one of the
most prominent architects in Korea. The 11,000m2
Eden Garden is filled with some 200 species of flowers and other plants. It is divided in a number of concepts such as the Lake Garden and the Blueberry
Garden, which makes it even more fun and interesting to explore. It is one of handful of hotels that offer affordable rates in the area, and the Tea House
attracts visitors from all over the country with handmade scones and delicious tea.
449-79, Seoicheon-ro, Majang-myeong, Icheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-645-9100
Check in 15:00, Check out 12:00
www.edenparadisehotel.com

3134, Gyeongchung-daero, Sindun-myeon, Icheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-632-3646
Monday-Sunday 10:00-21:00
Imkumnim Jeongsik 47000 KRW, Yangban Jeongsik 16000 KRW
www.imkumnim.com
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PYEONGTAEK

CITY GUIDE

MIDM Agricultural Union Corporation ─ 14.73km (29-min drive) ─
Pyeongtaek International Central Market ─ 19.16km (40-min drive) ─ The Big Bite ─ 31.22km (38-min drive) ─ Ramada Encore

Where the Land
Surrounded by
Water Meets the Sea
In Pyeongtaek with vast plains, you can
enjoy global cuisine at an international
market, eat an American-style burger
that will satiate your hunger, and wrap
up the day while soaking up the view
of the sun setting across the Port of
Pyeongtaek.

SEE IT + DO IT

MIDM AGRICULTURAL UNION CORPORATION,
PYEONGTAEK Fall in Love with Bread and
Makgeolli Made with Local Rice
Thanks to the fertile soil, boundless amounts of water, and sea breeze, the rice grown in Pyeongtaek is
known to be more nutritious and delicious than usual. The MIDM Agricultural Union Corporation in Pyeongtaek not only offers rice but also makes a wide
variety of products made from rice. The bread made
with a natural sourdough starter is easy to digest.
Plus, there are tons of different types of bread with
73~100% rice content, ranging from Ssuk-sikppang
(Mugwort Bread), Hongguk-sikppang (bread made
from red malted rice), Geongangppang (Healthy
Bread) that contains either figs or cranberries,
and bread that is filled with jam, cheese, sweet red
beans or chestnuts. FYI, the Pyeongtaek rice bread
can even be found at Starbucks. The MIDM Agricultural Union Corporation is headquartered in the
vast plains of Pyeongtaek. In early summer, the lush
green rice plants begin to bear the fruit of hard work,
and when fall arrives, the plains turn golden with the
rice ready for harvest. This spectacle alone is a good
enough reason to go on a trip to Pyeongtaek.

The bread and
confectionery made with
rice that was developed
by the MIDM Agricultural
Union Corporation of
Pyeongtaek have gained
recognition for their high
quality and are supplied
to Starbucks locations all
over the country.

284, Changsintteul-gil, Oseong-myeon, Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do
070-8836-9807

PYEONGTAEK INTERNATIONAL CENTRAL
MARKET Happiness Found in a Burger and
Budae-jjigae(Spicy Sausage Stew)
The Pyeongtaek International Central Market situated near Songtan Station is full of stores that cater to the people from the nearby US Air Base. It is
such a popular place with expats that it could be
described as the ‘Itaewon of Pyeongtaek,’ and it
becomes even more crowded and energetic on
weekends because of the ‘Song Francisco Market.’
The Pyeongtaek International Central Market is
best known for its burgers and budae-jjigae (sausage stew). Budae-jjigae, which combines the elements of American cuisine (processed sausage)
and Korean cuisine (spicy flavor), has become a
world-famous dish. There are a number of burger
joints at the market, and they are a must-visit!
Plus, you can try all kinds of food from all over the
world. Thai, Turkish, Mongolian, Brazilian, African,
European and other exotic cuisines await visitors.
Once you are done with your foodie tour, we suggest that you go outside the market and check out
the 300m train tracks, which lead you to a narrow
alley where there are diverse murals. Make sure to
take a picture in front of the paragliding elephant.

Tip
Hello Handmade Burger, Thank You Budae-jjigae
Burgers and budae-jjigae from Pyeongtaek International
Central Market have even been featured on DoReMi Market,
which is part of the tvN variety show <Amazing Saturday>.
First of all, Song’s Burger grills the patties over coal briquettes to add that delicious flame flavor, and their burgers
taste super-rich with eggs, vegetables and sauce. Plus,
Pyeongtaek Songtan Budae-jjigae, which is a rival to the
famous Uijeongbu Budae-jjigae, is a pot-full of sausages,
hams, and beef sirloin. The restaurants that have been introduced on the TV program were Sutgogae Budae-jjigae
and Gimnejip (lit. Kim’s House).

	11-4, Jungangsijang-ro 25beon-gil, Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do

The tiger blanket, which is selling like hot cakes even on Amazon, is found pretty
much everywhere at the market. These blankets with eye-catching designs are
super-soft, and you will want to bundle yourself up in it whenever it gets cold.
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187, Anjeongsunhwan-ro, Paengseong-eup, Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-656-3083
Tuesday-Sunday 11:30-22:00, closed on Mondays
Steak (255g) 32000 KRW, Tomato Spaghetti 12000 KRW,
BBQ Pork Ribs 33000 KRW
thebigbite.modoo.at
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Their signature item on the menu is the steak.
It is reminiscent of a casual American family
restaurant offering a hearty meal.

At Ramada Encore, you can take in a
splendid view of Seohaedaegyo Bridge
and the Port of Pyeongtaek with the
red glow of the sun serving as the
perfect backdrop.

©Ramada Encore, Pyeongtaek

THE BIG BITE, PYEONGTAEK
An American Food Tour in Pyeongtaek
Camp Humphreys located in Pyeongtaek is around
five time the size of Yeouido and is the largest overseas garrison of the US Armed Forces. Its name
was given in order to honor Chief Warrant Officer
Benjamin K. Humphrey who was killed in a helicopter crash in 1961.
Like many other areas near a US military base,
there are numerous top-rated restaurants near
Camp Humphreys in Pyeongtaek. The Big Bite, in
particular, has captivated the visitors’ taste buds
and hearts with delicious food and an amazing
ambience. Because of the appearance of the restaurant and the huge serving sizes, you will feel like
you are actually visiting the States. Their signature
dish is the good ol’ steak, but French fries that people order with pork ribs and pasta are also quite
popular. Pay a visit with a few friends because they
will provide you with a gut-busting amount of food.

BOOK IT

©Ramada Encore, Pyeongtaek

EAT IT

RAMADA ENCORE, PYEONGTAEK
A Dazzling View of the Sunset
The Port of Pyeongtaek emerged as an international trade port on the west coast of Korea when
a regular container ship went into commission
in December 2000. If you want an unobstructed
view of the port, head up to the observatory at the
Marine Center. There is another great viewpoint,
and it is Ramada Encore Pyeongtaek which offers
a splendid view of Seohaedaegyo Bridge and the
Port of Pyeongtaek with the red glow of the sun
serving as the perfect backdrop.
Ramada Encore, one of the more popular accommodations in the city, attracts many group travelers with its cozy interior. The suite rooms, in
particular, are extra spacious and feature a luxurious interior. They even present some of the best
views outside the windows. Also, if you haven’t
been able to travel freely because you have a pet,
then this is the place to go to. They offer pet hotel
services, with experts taking great care of the animal guests. Don’t forget that the breakfast buffet
is free for the guests staying over a weeknight.
3-10, Pyeongtaekhang-ro 184beon-gil, Poseung-eup, Pyeongtaek-si,
Gyeonggi-do 031-229-3600
Check in 15:00, Check out 11:00
330000~400000 KRW
www.ramadaencorepyeongtaek.com
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TRAVEL LIKE
AN 인싸 INSSA

Cheonbihyang made by
repeating the traditional liquormaking process five times is one
of the representative brands of
the JSUL Liquor Company.

INSSA (short for insider): Referring to someone who is cool and hip

©The JSUL Liquor Company

Award-Winning
Premium Traditional Liquor
House

They offer a tasting program where
you can try all five alcoholic drinks
and an experience program
where you can make food that pairs
nicely with the drinks.

The JSUL Liquor Company, Pyeongtaek
In Pyeongtaek, Gyeonggi-do Province, there is a place that makes traditional alcoholic beverages of the finest quality using domestic malt
and top-grade rice that has been produced locally. It is the JSUL Liquor
Company, which makes premium traditional liquor, Cheongbihyang,
as well as Sulyeppeuda and Taegi. With the belief that the taste and flavor of liquor can be made richer only when it is made with scrupulous
care, the owner Lee Ye-ryeong makes the malt and the drink herself. In
Korean traditional liquor-making, mixing the rice powder and making
deotsul form a single process. This is repeated a number of times —
typically three times at most — but at the JSUL distillery, it is repeated
a whopping five times. This further attests to the fact that the owner
invests considerable amount of time and effort into this artful craft of
liquor-making.
Cheonbihyang is known for its rich flavor with a tinge of sweetness,
and it is considered a premium alcoholic beverage by the traditional
liquor connoisseurs. Cheonbihyang, the name of which signifies a
“thousand-year-old flavor,” was selected to be served at the banquets
hosted by Cheong Wa Dae in 2016, and it was honored with the top
prize in the yakju and cheongju category at the Korean Sool Competition in 2018. The JSUL Liquor Company offers tastings of its products
and an experience program where participants can make food and
liquor. The tasting program offering tastings of five types of alcoholic
products is run when there are five or more people, and participants
can learn more about Korean alcoholic beverages. The liquor-making
program, on the other hand, lasts around two hours, and you must
book a lesson a week before so that they can prepare the necessary
ingredients in advance. In fall, a cosmos festival is held nearby, so the
neighborhood becomes bustling with countless people visiting the
JSUL distillery as well as its neighboring experience sites where they
can try making bread, doenjang (soybean paste), and dyes.

©The JSUL Liquor Company

Mini Interview I used to be an ordinary housewife until 8 years ago when I first started making tradi-

tional Korean alcoholic beverages. I have long been enraptured by their appeal, and now my entire family
– my husband and daughter – is doing it with me. Even if it seems tedious, alcoholic beverages must be
made with great care in order to taste rich and flavorful. Their flavors reveal what was at the core of their
makers’ hearts when they were made. This fall, I hope you enjoy a glass of traditional liquor and beautiful
scenery while being surrounded by flowers under the moonlight. Founder & CEO Lee Ye-ryeong
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©The JSUL Liquor Company

296-7, Sukseong-ri, Oseong-myeon, Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-681-8929
Weekday afternoons and weekends (prior booking required)
Tasting 10000 KRW, Liquor-making 30000 KRW, Food-making 10000~20000 KRW
jsul.modoo.at
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TRAVEL LIKE
AN 인싸 INSSA

At Sudosa Temple located in Pyeongtaek,
‘이도’는 한국 그릇과
Gyeonggi식문화를 세계에
do Province, you can sign 알리고
up for
있는 the
이윤신 Templestay
이도 회장이 활약하고
program and try making temple food yourself.
있는 브랜드다.
It
is famous as a sacred site where the Great Monk
Wonhyo attained enlightenment.

INSSA (short for insider): Referring to someone who is cool and hip

Spend a Day
Like a Buddhist Practitioner
Walking around the quaint complex and
the Great Monk Wonhyo’s Enlightenment Experience Center will bring peace
to your heart.

Sudosa Temple, Pyeongtaek
Sudosa Temple is located in
Poseung-eup, Pyeongtaek,
which is famous as the sacred
place where the Great Monk
Wonhyo gained enlightenment after drinking water from
a skull at night only to realize
it the next morning. There is
an experience site near the
temple where you can drink
water from a skull model and
even meditate, while the Great Monk Wonhyo’s Enlightenment Experience Center has been established within the temple compound. Sudosa Temple, designated as a temple specializing in Buddhist temple
food by the Jogye Order of Korean Buddhism, was where Jeongmun
Sunim, a master of temple food, stayed. The monk even founded the
Korea Traditional Temple Food Culture Research Center in 1992 and
has been publishing research findings, in addition to giving lectures
on temple food at home and abroad for the past 30 years.
At Sudosa Temple, you can experience Templestay and try temple
food. Templestay is a 2-day program, while Templelife is a program
that allows you to experience the ascetic lifestyle of Buddhist monks
for 2 to 4 hours. Through these programs, you can participate in the
morning prayer chant, dinner and more. For Templestay, a group of
up to 15 people can sign up, and the experience program includes a
chance to make temple food. Temple food includes Dubusobagi (Tofu
dish), Danhobak Kkaet-ip Twigim (deep-fried sweet pumpkin and sesame leaf) and Doraji Oimuchim (seasoned bellflower and cucumber
salad), which are all made with seasonal ingredients. Dubusobagi, for
instance, is made by mincing fragrant mushroom and boiling it before
placing it between two pieces of tofu, like a sandwich, and it’s especially popular with foreigners. Two to three dishes are made during the
cooking class, which lasts for an hour and a half. Sudosa Temple does
have a website, but it’s best to book for Templestay over the phone.

Tip
Learn the Buddhist Terms
108-bae (108 prostrations) In Buddhism, it is said that human beings
experience 108 defilements within
themselves during their existence.
Buddhists prostrate 108 times as
part of the practice to cultivate the
mind, and this is referred to as “108bae (108 prostrations).”
Yebul (prayer chant) This is a Buddhist service held in the morning
and evening where everyone at the
temple gathers together to pray in
front of the Buddha.
Barugongyang (baru-meal with four
pieces of dishware) Baru refers to
the bowls used by Buddhist monks,
and it is comprised of bowls for rice,
soup, side dish and clean water. A
meal eaten by Buddhist monks is referred to as barugongyang.
Chamseon (Seon/Zen medication
practice) This is a method of practice
to attain enlightenment. It refers to
becoming awakened to one’s original
nature and to concentrate their mind
to cultivate it.
Dado (tea ceremony) In Buddhism,
drinking tea is considered as a method of sitting Zen meditation, which
helps cultivate the mind.
Ullyeok (lit. force of movement)
This refers to the labor performed by
people living at the temple, as a way
to jointly work toward the same goal.

58, Hoam-gil, Poseung-eup, Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do 031-682-3169
2-day program, Saturday 16:00–Sunday 14:00
The Temple Life Program 50000 KRW, 2-day Templestay 80000 KRW
www.sudosa.net
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INSSA (short for insider): Referring to someone who is cool and hip

You Can Find
Everything You Need
SUWON NAMMUN MARKET
In 2016, Nammun Market was chosen as
one of the Global Luxury Markets along
with Busan Jagalchi Market, Andong
Old Market and Dongdaemun Pyeonghwa Market. Also known as the “market
outside the fortress,” Nammun Market
is especially scenic, as it is situated adjacent to the Suwoncheon Stream and
Hwaseong Fortress. It was founded by
King Jeongjo of Joseon around 220 years ago, with the aim of driving economic growth. It is comprised of a total of 9 smaller markets:
Gucheon-dong Tools Arcade, Nammun Gate Rodeo Market, Nammun
Gate Fashion 1st Street, Motgol General Market, Minarikwang Market,
Citizen’s Arcade, Yeong-dong Market, Ji-dong Market, Paldalmun Gate
Market. It offers a glimpse into Korean culture and cuisine, and there
are a wide variety of affordable goods to buy.
What makes this market area especially appealing are the merchants
who show what traditional markets are all about. At the blacksmiths’
workshops, you can see traditional farming tools such as sickles, hoes
and picks and even the scissors of Yeot (taffy) vendors. There is a Kalguksu (handmade noodle soup) restaurant where you can enjoy a
hearty bowl of noodle soup for just 3000 KRW, and it is always packed.
The fashion market offers flamboyant T-shirts, Momppae-baji (loose,
light and airy pants that elderly women tend to wear), and rubber
shoes. They not only sell basic socks, but also socks in unique patterns
and designs such as floral prints and the Shin Ramyun logo, and they
are cheap to boot. It is fun and exciting to explore all corners of the
market in search for affordable goods, so you can find tons of videos
filmed by Korean influencers enjoying fruits and snacks at Nammun
Market on YouTube. In front of the Customer Center, there is a makea-wish tree, next to which there is a bust of a female philanthropist by
the name of Baek Seon-haeng, who donated her entire wealth for social work after being inspired by the March 1st Movement. Next to the
bust, there is an empty monument erected with the intent to make and
place a bust of a philanthropist comparable to Baek Seon-haeng in the
future. Both objects are like symbols of Nammun Market, so we suggest that you take a photo with them. The gold leaf gilding class at the
Tourism Product Experience Center, Yusang Musem in the Market is
held twice a day at 1:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. for tourists to experience
Korean culture. It can accommodate up to 20 participants, and prior
booking is required.
88, Haenggung-ro, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do 031-258-0336
Open all year round, markets each have different operating hours
Free admission
suwonnammunmarket.com
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You can find tons
of videos filmed by
Korean influencers
enjoying fruits and
snacks at Nammun
Market on YouTube.

This market is also
called the “market
outside the fortress”
as it is located outside
Hwaseong Fortress.
It is especially scenic,
as it is situated adjacent to the Suwoncheon Stream and
Hwaseong Fortress.

Tip
Top 3 Restaurants on Tongdak
Street in Suwon
1. Nammun Tongdak Nammun Tongdak has been flooded with customers since the release of the smash-hit
movie <Extreme Job>. The chicken
seasoned with yangnyeom-galbi
sauce tastes sublime on its own and
even as a sandwich (with morning
bread and salad).
16, Jeongjo-ro 800beon-gil, Paldal-gu,
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do

2. Jinmi Tongdak Chicken gets
deep-fried in a caldron and served
in bountiful portions. The batter is
super-thin and crispy, and deep-fried
chicken gizzard is provided for free.
21, Jeongjo-ro 800beon-gil, Paldal-gu,
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do

3. Yongseong Tongdak Chicken
gets deep-fried in ultra-hot oil in a
caldron. It is crispy on the outside and moist on the inside, and it
tastes so amazing that it requires
no seasoning or sauce. It is served
with deep-fried chicken gizzard and
chicken feet, which are delicacies as
well.
15, Jeongjo-ro 800beon-gil, Paldal-gu,
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
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It has a high ceiling and spacious
rooms, with plants growing pretty much
everywhere. So at a glance, it will seem
like a botanical garden slash bakery.
Although it’s undeniable that the pastries
and drinks they offer are absolutely divine,
many customers return because of the
delightful interior design. It is famous as
a filming location and an event venue,
hosting a wide range of cultural events.

A Botanical Garden That Bakes Bread?
A Cultural Complex Representing
Icheon!
Maison de Petit
Four is one of
the top 3 bakeries on Jejudo Island. It is widely
known as ‘Lee
Hyo-ri’s go-to
bakery” on social media.

IJINSANGHOE (BAKERY CAFÉ), ICHEON
Ijinsanghoe located in a 1.6ha cultural complex contains The Ijin,
which sells ceramics and furniture, Maison de Petit Four, a bakery
based on Jejudo Island, Indo House, which is an Indian restaurant, and
Napoli Garden, an Italian restaurant. Of particular note, Maison de Petit Four is one of the top 3 bakeries on Jejudo Island. It is widely known
as “Lee Hyo-ri’s favorite bakery” on social media. It became even more
famous after being introduced on Shiksin Road, a mukbang (‘eating
broadcast’) program hosted by Jung Jun-ha and Lee Sang-min.
There are unique objects that can be seen along the way there, and
they include traditional crock jars and sculptures. The building is covered in windows, which let in sunlight from all directions. It has a high
ceiling and spacious rooms, with plants growing pretty much everywhere. So at a glance, it will seem like a botanical garden slash bakery.
Although it’s undeniable that the pastries and drinks they offer are absolutely divine, many customers return because of the delightful interior design. It is famous as a filming location and an event venue, hosting a wide range of cultural events.
A wide variety of baked goods are freshly made here, and they include
Geongang-ppang (lit. healthy bread) and tarts. But it is Icheon Myeongmul Sunssal Cheese Baguette made with local rice that is all the
rage. Sunssal Injeolmi-ppang made with rice-based bread, handmade
pumpkin filling, glutinous rice cake, whipped cream and injeolmi powder is like a combination of traditional rice cake and gourmet bread.
A great gift idea would be the Pistachio Orange and Peach Coconut.
Enjoy these delicious treats with gourmet roasted coffee, and your entire mouth will become filled with savory goodness. If you want to buy
some baked goods from Maison de Petit Four, make sure to drop by
early because they will be sold out quite quickly.
656, Seoicheon-ro, Majang-myeon, Icheon-si, Gyeonggi-do 070-8888-8882
Monday-Sunday 10:00-22:00
Icheon Myeongmul Sunssal (Boneless Lean Chicken), Fig Brioche
4500 KRW, Egg Tart 2500 KRW, Croissant Éclair 3500 KRW
www.instagram.com/ijinsanghoe

Mini Interview I opened this place in 2016 because I wanted to create a new

cultural space after importing and selling diverse types of antique furniture, steel
items and ceramics for 30 years. My father came up with “Ijin” of Ijinsanghoe in
hopes that the descendants of the Lee family clan thrive and prosper. This is why
the names of all the companies founded by my family contain the phrase, “Ijin.”
CEO Lee Su-jin
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K-FOOD
HOT PLACES

03
01

Culinary
Adventures
for Foodies
Culinary and food programs
that are described as ‘mukbang’
have been recording high
viewership ratings for quite
some time in Korea. The aim of
such programs is to discover
amazing restaurants, talk about
gourmet food, create and share
memories related to food, and
simply spend a fantastic time
together. We have compiled
a list of top-rated restaurants
that have been featured on a
mukbang program at least a
couple of times.
30

ODENG SIKDANG,
UIJEONGBU

GIWAJIP SUNDUBU (MAIN BRANCH IN JOAN), NAMYANGJU

Sundubu (Soft Tofu) Made with Domestically Grown Beans
This is a restaurant located
5 minutes away from Dumulmeori
that has been featured on a number of
food-related TV programs since 2012.
It is always packed, attesting to its
fame and popularity. They make their
own tofu here, which is why they are
extra delicious, savory and healthful.
The secret behind its delicious tofu
is that it is made with domestically
produced beans using the traditional
method. That’s why they are supersoft and savory. Beans are ground
practically throughout the day to
make sundubu (soft tofu), so customers can taste freshly made sundubu
every time. There are diverse dishes
offered on the menu, ranging from
Deulkkae-tang Beoseot Sundubu (Pe-

rilla Stew with Mushrooms and Soft
Tofu) and Kongbiji (Pureed Soybean
Soup) to Suyuk (Boiled Meat Slices)
and Pajeon (Green Onion Pancake). If
it’s your first visit though, try the Sundubu Baekban (Set Menu with Soft
Tofu Stew) or Kongtang Baekban (Set
Menu with Bean Stew). If you want to
enjoy the inherent flavor of tofu, try
the Jaeraesik Saengdubu (Traditional
Fresh Tofu).
133, Bukhangang-ro, Joan-myeon,
Namyangju-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-576-9009
March-October, Monday-Sunday 10:00 - 21:00,
December-February Monday-Sunday 10:30 - 21:00
Sundubu Baekban 8000 KRW, Kongtang
Baekban 8000 KRW, Jaeraesik Saengdubu
10000 KRW, Gundubu 13000 KRW

A Restaurant That’s Been in the
Family for Three Generations

02
MOKHYANG-WON , NAMYANGJU

Grilled Bulgogi That Will Drive Up Your Appetite
This restaurant, which received rave
reviews on the popular TV program
<Wednesday Food Talk> is nestled in
the foothills of Suraksan Mountain.
It offers Jikhwa Bulgogi Ssambap
(Grilled Bulgogi with Rice and Leafy
Wraps). The restaurant is surrounded
by huge pines and splendid nature,
making a great place to visit with your
significant other or your entire family.
The dining area is in a large thatchedroof building, and it offers a great view
of the countless crock jars outside.
Seoksoe Bulgogi Ssambap is the sole
main dish they offer. As soon as you
place an order, you will be served a

wide array of organic leafy greens and
delectable side dishes. What is eyecatching is the tri-color glutinous rice
in a bite-sized portion. It is very chewy
and flavorful that even foreigners love
it. The owner has put a lot of thought
into the place, which is clearly evident,
and the restaurant is open throughout
the year, even on holidays and during
the peak vacation season.
34-12, Deongneung-ro 1071beon-gil,
Namyangju-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-527-2255
Monday-Sunday 11:00 22:00
Organic Seoksoe Bulgogi Ssambap
Jeongsik 15000 KRW, Pajeon 15000 KRW,
Gejang 6000 KRW

As the first-ever restaurant to serve
budae-jjigae (sausage stew) in Korea,
Odeng Sikdang has been featured
on TV numerous times. It began
as a pojangmacha (tent bar) selling eomuk (fish cake) before it was
turned into a budae-jjigae restaurant. It is now an iconic restaurant
that has been in the family for three
generations, and there is always a
long queue of people waiting to take
a bite of the famous budae-jjigae
made with high-quality ingredients.
They even offer dongchimi (radish
water kimchi) made based on a traditional recipe.
15, Hoguk-ro 1309-gil, Uijeongbu-si,
Gyeonggi-do
031-842-0006
08:30 - 20:30
Budae-jjigae 9000 KRW, Two Servings (Set)
25000 KRW
odengsikdang.com
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SHOPPING
TIPS

FOOD PRODUCTS OF CONVENIENCE STORE

PACHAE GOCHUJANG SAMGYEOPSAL
(NO BRAND)
With this product, you can enjoy Korean BBQ
even at a hotel! The samgyeopsal (pork belly)
marinated with the spicy gochujang sauce
makes a wonderful late-night snack and
pairs nicely with a drink. The vacuum-packed
meat is easy to bring back home or to the
hotel after purchase.

JEONBOK SAMGYETANG (MANIKER)
Jeonbok Samgyetang (Ginseng Chicken
Soup with Abalone) is a Korean-style stamina dish in convenient packaging. The rich
soup is prepared by boiling chicken that
has been stuffed with abalone and fresh
ginseng. Eating this may just be what you
need to boost your energy after an exhausting day of traveling.

COOKING INSTRUCTIONS
1 Remove the paper packaging. 2 Pop it in the
microwave (without removing the plastic packaging)
for 8 minutes.

COOKING INSTRUCTIONS
1 Put the packaging in boiling water. 2 Heat for
approx. 9~10 minutes. Serve it in a bowl and eat.

GANJANG TTEOKBOKKI (NO BRAND)
If you have been fearful of trying tteokbokki (stir-fried rice cake) because you simply
cannot take the heat, then this is what you
should try! This is soy sauce-based, and
the sweet and salty sauce is so addictive
that you will have trouble putting your
chopsticks down.

CHAMSUTE GUUN JIKHWA
KKEOPDEGI (NO BRAND)
Kkeopdegi (pig skin) is a popular dish to
pair with a drink. If you were hesitant to try
it at a restaurant, then how about trying
the ready-to-eat version? It comes in small
servings (two pieces), making it a great
late-night snack.

COOKING INSTRUCTIONS
1 Rinse the tteokbokki tteok (rice cakes) in 		
water. Then, remove excess water. 2 Add 220ml of
water and the sauces provided the packaging into a
frying pan and heat it. 3 When the sauce starts boiling,
add the rice cakes and cook them while stirring for 4
minutes.

COOKING INSTRUCTIONS
1 Transfer the content into a microwavable container.
2 Microwave it for around 3 minutes and you are
done.

RECIPE 1

Yummy Ravioli
It was selected as the Best Dish
on the special edition on
convenience store food
products on the TV show <Tasty
Guys> in 2019. It’s so addictive
that once you take a bite, you’ll
never be able to forget how it
tastes.

INGREDIENTS
Bibigo Wang-gyoza, Ottogi Meatball, and 2 bags of mozzarella cheese
from the CONVENIENCE STORE
COOKING INSTRUCTIONS
1 Heat the dumplings and meatballs in the microwave for 1 min 30 sec each.
2 Mash up the meatballs.
3 Place the mashed meatballs on top of the dumplings.
4 Sprinkle the mozzarella cheese on top.
5 Pop everything into the microwave and heat it for 1 min 30 second.

Easy
to Cook!
The following is a
shopping guide that
will help you the next
time you go grocery
shopping at a mart. The
list includes delicious
items that you can
easily make, even while
traveling, and it has
been compiled based
on a personal survey
done by one of our
editors.

Tip
Shop for Convenience/Ready-to-Eat Foods at E-mart Traders
E-mart Traders is a warehouse-style supermarket that is being opened throughout the country.
Because it’s so huge and offers a wide array of merchandise, it’s quite fun to browse around,
even if you are not really looking for anything. There is no need to sign up as a member to shop
at E-mart Traders, which is great news for foreign tourists. There are 10 E-mart Traders locations
in Gyeonggi-do Province alone.

RECIPE 2

Mango Cheese
Bingsu
This is a must try if you are
a bingsu (shaved ice dessert)
lover. The cheesecake and
mango combination is
delightfully soft
and sweet.

INGREDIENTS
DOLE Mango Cup, a piece of cheesecake, Mango-deumppuk-bingsu, Konkuk
Yeonyu (condensed milk), and a large bowl
COOKING INSTRUCTIONS
1 Crush Mango-deumppuk-bingsu with a spoon.
2 Place the ingredient from Step 1) inside a large bowl.
3 After removing the juice, place the DOLE Mango into the bowl.
4 Cut the frozen cheesecake into bite-size pieces and place them on top.
5 Pour the condensed milk on top of everything and you are done!

STORE LOCATIONS
1 GUNPO BRANCH 74, Samseong-ro, Gunpo-si, Gyeonggi-do
2 STARFIELD HANAM BRANCH B2, Starfield Hanam, 750, Misa-daero, Hanam-si, Gyeonggi-do
3 STARFIELD GOYANG BRANCH B2, Starfield Goyang, 1955, Goyang-daero, Deogyang-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do
4 SUWON SINDONG BRANCH 2, Samseong-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
5 KINTEX BRANCH 171, Kintex-ro, Ilsanseo-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do
6 GUSEONG BRANCH E-mart Traders Guseong Branch, 2457, Yonggu-daero, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do
7 ANSAN SINGIL BRANCH 397, Jungang-daero, Danwon-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do
8 GIMPO BRANCH 715, Gimpo-daero, Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi-do
9 WIRYE BRANCH 200, Wirye-daero, Hanam-si, Gyeonggi-do
10 GUSEONG BRANCH 2457, Yonggu-daero, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do
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SHOPPING
TIPS

Make colorful party beverages by combining
different drinks or make delicious cocktails
by mixing soju with something sweet.
Be sure to pay attention to the mixing ratio
and the ingredients you combine, or else it
might taste like a “penalty drink.”

DRINK & COCKTAIL

Mix
&
Match

BLUE MILKY ADE
Milkis + Blue Lemonade
This is a drink made by blending together two
trendy beverages. One of them is Milkis which
is in again thanks to the retro craze. It was all the
rage, especially among teenagers, when the milkflavored carbonated drink was first launched 30
years. And the other drink is Blue Lemonade which
was recently launched and instantly became a hit
item. Mix these two drinks and pour it into an icy
cold cup and voila! You end up with a drink that is
reminiscent of a cocktail that is served at a trendy
bar. Because they are both carbonated drinks, the
burst of fizz is sure to make you feel refreshed. Mix
them at a ratio of 1:1, but if you want it to taste fruitier, then add more of that lemonade. The blue color
is very beautiful, so serve it in an equally beautiful
glass and take a picture to post on social media.
You will definitely get tons of likes!
Milkis 2000 KRW, Blue Lemonade 2000 KRW
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GUSEUL MALLANG COW LATTE
Guseul (Beaded) Ice Cream + Mallang Cow
Latte (Milk Produced by Lotte)
Have you ever heard of or tried Mallang Cow? It’s
soft and chewy candy that has been widely popular since it was released in 2013. The sweet milky
flavor and the soft and chewy texture have captivated the taste buds of young children. This delicious candy has been turned into Mallang Cow
Latte. Then, pop some Guseul Ice Cream into the
drink, but make sure to choose the Honey Pinky
Blue Flavor! As soon as you take a sip of this drink,
you will be reminded of Cotton Candy in Wonderland from Baskin Robbins 31.
Guseul Ice Cream 2000 KRW, Mallang Cow Latte 2000 KRW

Tip
Take one Mallang Cow candy and place it between two
vegetable-flavored crackers. Pop it into the microwave and
heat it for 20 seconds. It will taste sweet and salty, like the
nougat crackers from Taiwan.

PETIT-PETIT-JU
Peach-Flavored Petitzel Water Jelly + Sunhari
Peach-Flavored Soju + Ice
Try mixing Petitzel Water Jelly (peach flavor) that
you can obtain easily at a convenience store and
Sunhari Peach-Flavored Soju. The bouncy peachflavored jelly will neutralize the bitterness of soju
and result in the sweet Petit-Petit-Ju. It’s supereasy to make! First, take a clear glass and fill half of
it with ice. Then, pour two soju shot glasses of the
peach-flavored soju. You can adjust the amount of
soju you add, depending on your alcohol tolerance
and preferences. Next, pour the entire cup of Petitzel Water Jelly into the glass. Mix it well and you are
done. The pink color and peachy smell and flavor
will seem absolutely lovely.

LIME MILK SOJU
Soju + Mojito Lime Drink + Condensed Milk + Ice
Lime Milk Soju is a cocktail that is a perfect infusion of condensed milk and a rich lime flavor. It
is quite easy to make. Pour the mojito drink and
condensed milk into a cocktail glass and mix well.
Fill the glass with crushed ice. If you find it inconvenient to crush the ice, you can actually buy
crushed ice from a convenience store. Then, add
half cup (soju shot glass) of soju. The cocktail will
be smooth, and it will taste sweet and refreshing.
The downside is that it tastes so delicious that you
might drink a bit too much. So be careful not to
drink past your limits!
Soju 2000 KRW, Mojito Lime Drink 2000 KRW

Peach-Flavored Petitzel Water Jelly 2000 KRW, Sunhari Peach-Flavored
Soju 2000 KRW
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A Night
at the Travel
Destination

When the sun begins to set, Gyeonggi-do Province becomes
filled with a romantic mood, as the streetlights begin to be
turned on, one after another. Head outside and make haste to
check out the majestic glow of the sun and fantastic evening
events including fireworks.

©Hyundai Cruise Tour

Gyeongin Ara
Waterway begins at Ara
Hanganggammun Gate
near Haengjudaegyo
Bridge (Gaehwa-dong,
Gangseo-gu, Seoul). It flows
past Gimpo and through
Gyeyang-gu, Incheon
before flowing into the sea
through Seo-gu, Incheon.

287-76, Deogi-ro 154beon-gil, Majang-myeon, Icheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
(located at Deokpyeong Eco Service Area) 031-645-0002
December-February 13:00-22:00, March-November 11:00-23:00
www.ooozooo.co.kr
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031-999-7800

DONG WHA HEALING CAMP, PAJU
A Fairy Tale World Created by Brilliant Lights
On your way to the manmade moon, you will encounter endless stretches of metasequoia trees
emanating phytoncides and colorful lights that
delight your eyes. This area turns into a kingdom
of illumination every night, but in the afternoon, it
becomes a small zoo where you can see parrots,
sheep, meerkats and squirrels. It also has a sledding hill that is in operation throughout the year.
32-9, Papyeongsan-ro 363beon-gil, Papyeong-myeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-952-2002
Check in 15:00, Check out 10:00
www.dwhealingcamp.com

ANSAN STARLIGHT VILLAGE PHOTO LAND
A Perfect Place to Take Photos of a Lifetime
In the forest with exquisite lights, you can take all
kinds of pictures with some 200 animal models.
There are splendid lights decorating the countless
trees, and at the photo zones found throughout
the area, penguins, flamingos, pandas, hippopotamuses, and tiny soldiers await.
1723, Suin-ro, Sangnok-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do 031-484-5050
Monday-Friday 16:00-23:00, Saturdays & Holidays 15:00-24:00
www.ansanstar.net

©instagram.com/yeoni0618

©OOOZOOO

OOOZOOO, ICHEON
Feel as Though You Are in Deep Space
This is an illumination theme park where you can
check out artistic lights and media artworks. There
are a number of photo zones, which you’ve probably seen on social media. There are lights, flowers
and various exhibitions under five distinct concepts: Meet, Enjoy, Fall in Love, Dream, and Bloom.

Jeonho-ri, Gochon-eup, Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi-do
www.waterway.or.kr

©Ansan Starlight Village Photo Land

NIGHT VIEW

ARA MARINA, GIMPO
Fireworks on Saturday Nights
This is the largest marina facility in the Seoul Capital Area where you can take in a breathtaking view
of the sun setting across the waterway and go
shopping at Hyundai Premium Outlet. Head over
to the dock to go yachting or on a cruise tour. On
Saturdays, they offer a night cruise tour where you
can enjoy exciting performances on the deck and
even a fantastic fireworks show at night.

ANSAN NAKJO JEONMANGDAE (THE SUNSET
OBSERVATION DECK IN ANSAN)
Sunset Next to the Red Lighthouse
This is a place where you can soak up the view of
Incheondaegyo Bridge and the gorgeous sunset.
The observatory is located around 1.5km away from
the parking lot. If you see a red lighthouse and a
sculpture in the shape of the sun with clouds around
it, you are in the right place. Take a picture during
sunset or with the sculpture inside the frame, and
you will end up with a one-of-a-kind photo.
San 23 Daebubuk-dong, Danwon-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do
Open all year round
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NIGHT MARKET
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Suwon Food Truck
Zone (Food Trailers
in the Suwon
Nammun Night
Market) became
famous after being
featured on the TV
program
<Baek Jong-won's
Alley Restaurant>.

T

PYEONGTAEK SONG FRANCISCO MARKET
(PYEONGTAEK INTERNATIONAL CENTRAL
MARKET)
Follow the Pink Carriage to San Francisco
Glimmering in the dark above the railroad at night is
an airplane sculpture symbolizing the air base in Pyeongtaek. Because this area attracts many expats,
it is called the ‘Itaewon of Pyeongtaek’ and ‘Song
Francisco.’ On weekends, follow the pink food
trailer because it will lead to a night market, where
you can enjoy street performances, delicious food,
shopping and various other types of fun.
11-4, Jungangsijang-ro 25beon-gil, Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do
Open all year round
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If you plan on visiting a night market,
we suggest that you check out the following
three places. Read on to see
which one suits your taste and
preferences and travel style.
YA

Osan 5-Color
Market is divided
into five areas each
represented a distinct
color. On the Red
Street symbolizing
passion and youth,
a night market is
held on Friday and
Saturday evenings.

You can also
enjoy global
cuisine and even
busking.

O

Dynamic Night Markets

OSAN 5-COLOR MARKET: NIGHT MARKET
A Night Market That Will Make You Exclaim, “Oh!”
At Osan 5-Color Market, which boasts 100 years of
tradition, a night market is held every Friday and Saturday. As the night grows deeper, it becomes increasingly bustling with tons of people. You can try
food from all over the world including Turkish kebab
and Chinese jianbing (crepe), but you can also stick
to the usual Korean fast food such as tteokbokki (stirfried rice cake) and corndogs. Jangeo-gui (grilled
eel) and gopchang-bokkeum (stir-fried tripe) are also
quite popular. In addition to the diverse eats, there
are buskers looking to delight your ears.
22, Osan-ro 272beon-gil, Osan-si, Gyeonggi-do
Friday-Saturday 17:00-23:00

FOOD TRAILERS
IN THE SUWON NAMMUN NIGHT MARKET
10 Types of Food to Choose From
As soon as about 10 food trailers fill the area between the car-free street of Paldalmun Gate Market
and Jidonggyo Bridge, throngs of people begin
crowding around the area. What is unique about
this place is that each food truck offers a different
menu including steak, prawns, takoyaki, and ramyeon that will make your mouth water.
9, Paldalmun-ro, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
Monday-Sunday 17:00-22:00

031-376-4141
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K-WAVE
BEST PICK

#BTS

2

BTS Special-Follow ARMY on Their Pilgrimage

IL-YEONG-YEOK, YANGJU (IRYEONG STATION IN YANGJU)
It’s a Fine Spring Day Every Day Here
Countless members of ARMY (BTS’ fan club) from all over the globe visit Korea for a BTS tour. A BTS tour refers to a tour of all the locations that served as
the backdrop for BTS’ album photo shoots and music video shoots. The fans
take snapshots of themselves mimicking a scene from BTS’ music video and
share them on social media. Iryeong Station, which has been shut down, was
the filming location for the opening scene of the music video for BTS’ <Spring
Day>. The tracks that seem to go on forever, the old train station, and the
tranquil atmosphere are quite captivating. We suggest that you walk along
the old railway track, while listening to BTS’ <Spring Day>, which will evoke
the beautiful scene from the music video. Perhaps, you could plan the rest of
your trip while sitting on the bench and listening to the tunes from BTS.
327, Samsang-ri, Jangheung-myeon, Yangju-si, Gyeonggi-do

SPORTS MONSTER, HANAM
Play Unique Sports in Comfortable Clothing
This is the place that has the rope course that BTS
tried out. It is a sports culture complex comprised
of four thematic zones: Basic, Exciting, Adventure,
and Digital. The Basic Zone offers a freestyle sports
course where users can set the rules on their own,
while the Exciting Zone is where you can try the
jumping laser shooting and more. The Adventure
Zone is a climbing area for different levels of climbers, and the Digital Zone offers VR experiences.
This is an awesome place to be if you want to engage in dynamic activities.

031-855-5582

BEST PICK

3

4F, Starfield Hanam, 750, Misa-daero, Hanam-si, Gyeonggi-do
1668-4832
Monday-Sunday 10:00-21:00
www.sportsmonster.co.kr

BEST PICK

4

EVERLAND, YONGIN A Battle Between BTS and Zombies
BTS VS Zombies (Ep. 24) on <Run BTS!> showed the members of BTS fulfilling missions, while fighting
off zombies in order to obtain all-day passes for their fans. This hilarious episode was filmed in Everland, which is comprised of five theme parks. It is full of so many things to see, do and enjoy that you
will lose track of time. Don’t forget to go on a safari at Zootopia and meet Aibao and Lebao, adorable
pandas that have been designated as an endangered species.
199, Everland-ro, Pogok-eup, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do
Monday-Sunday 10:00-22:00
www.everland.com

BEST PICK

1

031-320-5000

ONE MOUNT THEME PARK, GOYANG Run Like the Agile BTS
The Return of the Spy (Ep. 13) and Snow Park Winter Olympics (Ep. 16) of <Run BTS!> were filmed at On
Mount. The episodes were filmed at the sledding hill and ice rink at One Mount, with the members of BTS
playing fun games. RM, the leader of the group, especially seemed to be having a blast, perhaps because he
was born and raised in Ilsan. One Mount receives endless streams of visitors with the Water Park, Snow Park
and various festivals. There are a sports club and a shopping mall offering a wide variety of fun activities.
300, Hallyu world-ro, Ilsanseo-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do 1566-2232
(Water Park) Monday-Friday Indoor 10:00-18:00
Outdoor 12:00-17:00, Saturday-Sunday Indoor 10:00-20:00 Outdoor 11:00-19:00 (Snow Park) Monday-Friday Indoor 10:00-18:00,
Saturday-Sunday Indoor 10:00-19:00
onemount.co.kr
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#RUNNING MAN
The 7 members of the popular variety show ‘Running Man’ played a racing game throughout
Gyeonggi-do Province. Enjoy an exciting adventure by hitting up the spots that they did!
01

OIDO ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SITE, SIHEUNG
Episode: ‘Family Race with
Members as 8 Siblings’
This is an archaeological site
dating from the Neolithic Era
where you can check out ancient
artifacts. You can try making prehistoric accessories and a popup book using Neolithic artifacts.
There is an experience class catering to children, aside from various other educational programs.
113-27, Seohaean-ro, Siheung-si,
Gyeonggi-do 031-310-3460
oidomuseum.siheung.go.kr
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KOREAN FOLK VILLAGE,
YONGIN
Episode: ‘My Love from the
Star: Find the Key and Board
the Spaceship’
This is a theme park that sheds
light on the traditional culture of
Korea. The folk village contains
traditional houses demonstrating the architectural style of
Joseon and hosts traditional
performances and games. In
addition to enjoying all kinds of
exciting shows all year round,
you can meet special celebrities
from the folk village and even
experience the “Joseon soul.”

GWANGMYEONG CAVE
Episode: ‘Toy Race: Search for the
Vanished Toys’
This area started to be mined by the Japanese in 1912 before being closed down in
1972. Afterwards, it was used as a salted
shrimp storage for some 40years. Then, in
2011, Gwangmyeong City Government purchased the cave and turned it into a theme
park that offers horror and VR experiences
and gives a chance for visitors to learn more
about the local culture and history.
142, Gahak-ro 85beon-gil, Gwangmyeong-si,
Gyeonggi-do 070-4277-8902
www.gm.go.kr
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HERB VILLAGE, YEONCHEON
Episode: ‘The Secret of the Herbs
in the Greenhouse’
Aside from the outdoor garden that hosts a lavender
festival in spring and an angelonia festival in fall, the
massive greenhouse covering approx. 1,238m² in
area also attracts throngs of visitors. Growing inside
the greenhouse are some 100 kinds of herbs and
100 species of trees native to the warm temperate
zone, of which five olive trees are around 300 years
are the oldest of their kind in Korea.

09

LE PETITE FRANCE ,
GAPYEONG
Episode: ‘Find the Little
Prince’s Clothes with 2PM’
Le Petite France stages puppet shows featuring Guinol
and marionettes, and you can
even check out some music
boxes. There is a virtual reality
(VR) experience where you can
meet the Little Prince and take
pictures at the Amor Blue Photo
Zone which has been modeled
after le mur des je t’aime (Wall
of Love) in Montmartre, Paris.

HAPY LAND WATERPARK,
HWASEONG
Episode: ‘Following the Myth
of Hapi, the God of the Nile’
Hapyland contains a spa with
100% natural hot spring water
as well as waterpark and an
herb park. The waterpark is
comprised of indoor and outdoor pools and an outdoor hot
spring tub. The hours of operation vary between the peak season and the off season, so make
sure you check when they are
open before you go.

1063, Hoban-ro, Cheongpyeongmyeon, Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
031-584-8200
www.pfcamp.com

888, Sicheong-ro, Paltan-myeon,
Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do
1577-5752
www.hapyland.co.kr

222, Buksam-ri, Wangjing-myeon, Yeoncheon-gun, Gyeonggi-do
031-833-5100
herbvillage.co.kr

90, Minsokchon-ro, Giheung-gu,
Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-288-0000
www.koreanfolk.co.kr

04

KOREA COMICS MUSEUM, BUCHEON
Episode: ‘New Year’s Special: Race with Lee
Seo-jin, Lee Seung-gi and Moon Chae-won’
The museum contains a storage that houses some
20,000 manuscripts and 60,000 books from
before the 1970s as well as an experience zone, archive, and 4D animation theater. If you love comics
and cartoons, then this is a place that’s definitely
worth visiting.
1, Gilju-ro, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
www.komacon.kr/comicsmuseum
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032-310-3090

HYUNDAI MOTOR STUDIO,
GOYANG
Episode: ‘Booking King Race’
At Hyundai Motor Studio, you can
hop into a new Hyundai car or
even a limousine. There are also
educational programs for children such as the Kids Workshop,
Kids Tour, Career Experience Program, and Traffic Safety Class.

ONE MOUNT, GOYANG
Episode: ‘Running Man
Members on Vacation’
This is a theme park that is comprised of a water park, snow
park, sports club, shopping mall
and illumination venue. It has a
food court and is well-equipped
with amenities that provide
convenience to visitors such as
a nursing room. So it’s a perfect
place to visit if you are a family
with small children.

217-6, Kintex-ro, Ilsanseo-gu, Goyang-si,
Gyeonggi-do 1899-6611
motorstudio.hyundai.com/goyang

300, Hallyu world-ro, Ilsanseo-gu,
Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do 1566-2232
onemount.co.kr
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JOSEON ROYAL RESIDENCE, YEONCHEON
Epidsode: ‘The Game of Thrones’
Yeomgeundang, which was situated next to Munmyo Confucian Shrine in Myeongnyun-dong was
relocated to the current location. The building,
which had been reserved for the royal family and
privileged class, has been transformed into a tourist attraction where anyone can plunge into Korean
history and culture.
339-10, Hyeonmun-ro, Yeoncheon-eup, Yeoncheon-gun, Gyeonggi-do
031-834-8383
www.chosun1807.com

JEONGOK PREHISTORY
MUSEUM, YEONCHEON
Episode: ‘We Are Going to the
Prehistoric Time’
This is a museum established at
the Paleolithic Site in Jeongokri, where Acheulean hand axes
were excavated for the first time
in East Asia. The world history of
the Paleolithic Era was rewritten
after this astonishing discovery.
The museum offers various education programs and events that
you can participate in.
2, Pyeonghwa-ro 443beon-gil, Jeongokeup, Yeoncheon-gun, Gyeonggi-do
031-830-5600
jgpm.ggcf.kr

12

HERB ISLAND, POCHEON
Episode: ‘Start the Game with
Olympic Stars’
This is the world’s biggest herb
museum where you can see
herbs all year round and heal
your body, heart, mind and
soul. They offer a shuttle bus
service (departing from Seoul)
in the morning and afternoon,
and online booking is available.
35, Cheongsin-ro 947beon-gil, Sinbukmyeon, Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-535-6494
www.herbisland.co.kr
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Unique Travel Spots Where You Can Enjoy
Traditional Hallyu Culture

Plunge into Nature to Create Unforgettable Memories

BEST PICK

BEST PICK
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NAMHANSANSEONG FORTRESS
A Well-Known Fortress with 1,000 Years of History
The movie, “The Fortress,” was exported to 28 countries
where it became quite a hit, and it helped bring global attention to Namhansanseong Fortress. It is a famous fortress
boasting 1,000 years of history that has stood the test of
time. There are five tour routes available ranging from onehour tour to one that lasts 3 hours and 20 minutes. The trail
may not be rugged, but it does have slopes. So we recommend that you put on comfortable runners and bring some
light snacks and water.

JOSEON ROYAL RESIDENCE, YEONCHEON
A Royal Residence of the Joseon Dynasty Built in 1807
This is the last remaining royal residence dating from the
Joseon Dynasty. Yeomgeundang, which had been built in
Myeongnyun-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul in 1807, was relocated to Yeoncheon-gun in Gyeonggi-do. The royal residence
was restored, with meticulous attention paid to every single
detail, into the present-day 125-room royal residence. It displays the exquisite architectural beauty of hanok, while the
guestrooms present a splendid view of the plains of Yeoncheon. It is a royal cabana where you can enjoy glamping in
a private setting from spring to fall.

731, Namhansanseong-ro, Namhansanseong-myeon, Gwangju-si,
Gyeonggi-do 031-743-6610
Namhansanseong Haenggung Palace (April-October) Monday-Sunday
10:00-18:00 (November-March) Monday-Sunday 10:00-17:00
www.gg.go.kr/namhansansung-2

BEST PICK
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BYEOKCHOJI CULTURE ARBORETUM
(GARDENS), PAJU A Popular Drama and
Movie Filming Location
This is a famous filming location where a
number of dramas including <The Descendants of the Sun> and <Romance Is a Bonus
Book> as well as movies and commercials
were shot. Construction began in 1996, and
for a decade, various gardens were formed
to capture the essence of Korean and European gardens. It hosts a tulip festival in
spring, a bulb festival in spring, a chrysanthemum and autumn foliage festival in fall, and
an illumination festival in winter. It also offers
experience programs centering on ceramics
and red clay dye, and you can even dig up
sweet potatoes in fall.

©Anseong Farmland

6

ANSEONG FARMLAND The Best Way to Experience
Something Is to Do It Yourself
This is an experience-oriented ranch and theme park where
there are rides and a swimming pool . You can watch performances by talented animals, feed animals, go horseback riding, and make handicrafts. There are a wide variety of flowers
ranging from roses to lotuses and cosmos that burst into full
bloom between April and November. The hours of operation
differ for some of the facilities, so it is best to check the website prior to your visit.

166-1, Changman-ri, Gwangtan-myeon, Paju-si,
Gyeonggi-do 031-957-2004
Monday-Sunday 09:00-18:00
www.bcj.co.kr
BEST PICK
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©Pocheon Art Valley

339-10, Hyeonmun-ro, Yeoncheon-eup, Yeoncheon-gun, Gyeonggi-do
031-834-8383
(Hotel) Check in 15:00, Check out 11:00
www.chosun1807.com

BEST PICK

618-13, Mjeong-ri, Munsan-eup, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
Open all year round
imjingak.co.kr
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031-956-8300

©Gyeonggi Tourism Organization

8

IMJINGAK PYEONGHWA-NURI, PAJU A Park Where the
Winds from the North and South Meet
This is a park that was established during the 2005 World
Peace Festival as a symbol of reconciliation, mutual growth,
and peace between North and South Korea. Located 7km
south of the Military Demarcation Line (MDL), it can be accessed without obtaining approval from the authorities, unlike Panmunjom. Imjingak, which is one of the major buildings on site, was erected in 1972 for displaced people who
fled from the north during the Korean War. The tours available include the DMZ Tour and a tour of the Third Tunnel
excavated by North Korea, and you can also see Kaesong
from Dorasan Observatory.

28, Daesindu-gil, Gongdo-eup, Anseong-si, Gyeonggi-do 031-8053-7979
February-November 10:00-18:00, December-January 10:00-17:00
nhasfarmland.com

POCHEON ART VALLEY
A Beautiful Transformation of an Abandoned Quarry
An abandoned quarry that had been neglected since 2003
was turned into a culture and arts complex. Buy a monorail
ticket at the ticketing office and hop on to get to the 20mdeep Cheonjuho Lake. The lake was formed as a result of
spring water and rainwater entering into the huge pit that
was created through granite mining. There is an observatory, exhibition hall, and coffee shop in the area, and you can
try making handicrafts and hand art. Note that last entry
may be a couple of hours before closing time.
234, Art valley-ro, Sinbuk-myeon, Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do 031-538-3483
March-October Tuesday-Sunday 09:00-22:00 Monday 09:00-19:00,
An hour earlier between November and February
artvalley.pocheon.go.kr

DUMULMEORI (CONFLUENCE), YANGPYEONG
A Place Where People Line up to Take Pictures
The picture frame became even more famous because of
the romantic kiss scene in the drama <She Was Pretty> and
now, people line up to snap a photo here. There are various
kinds of food that are famous around here such as Yeonip
Hot Dog (Lotus Flower Corndog), Dalgona, and Rainbow
Cotton Candy. After treating yourself to these delicious
treats, rent a scooter to tour around Dumulmeori. If you are
a family with young kids, you should rent a trailer instead.
When there is a bit of fog, we suggest that you check out
Semiwon, which is a botanical garden specializing in lotus
flowers.
Yangsu-ri, Yangseo-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
031-770-1001
open year round
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K-TREND
BEST PICK

Places That Have Been Made Complete
with an Artistic Touch

BEST PICK
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LE PETITE FRANCE, GAPYEONG
A Fairy Tale World Created by Beautiful Illumination
This is the one and only France-themed park in Korea. It
offers diverse performances and programs through which
you can experience French and European culture. It stages
puppet shows featuring Guignol and marionettes, and you
can even check out some music boxes. There is a virtual
reality (VR) experience where you can meet the Little Prince
and take pictures at the Amor Blue Photo Zone which has
been modeled after le mur des je t’aime (Wall of Love) in
Montmartre, Paris.

FIRST GARDEN, PAJU
5 Million Lights Lifting the Darkness Away
Inside Adonis Garden with 23 different themes, there are
entertainment facilities as well as a restaurant and a wedding
hall. When darkness sets in, 5 million lights are turned on, creating the perfect setting to take one-of-a-kind photographs. It
hosts festivals to celebrate special holidays as Halloween and
Christmas. A jazz festival is held on Saturdays and Sundays.
Reserve a bungalow to hold a barbecue party, while listening
to jazz. Remember, ticketing ends at 9 p.m.
260, Tapsakgol-gi, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-957-6861
www.firstgarden.co.kr

Monday-Sunday 10:00-22:00
BEST PICK
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MONAMI STORE, PYEONGCHON
A Korean Stationery Brand with 50 Years of Tradition
The Monami store presents new writing experiences for its
visitors. You can assemble a ball-point pen, find the ink that
best suits your taste, and even request an engraving for your
writing instrument.

FOREST OF WISDOM, PAJU
A Reading Space Created by Intellectuals and Ordinary Citizens
The Forest of Wisdom contains around
150,000 books shelved on 8m-tall
bookshelves. Hall 1 houses books donated by scholars, intellectuals and
research institutes, Hall 2 houses books
published by renowned publishers,
and Hall 3 is the lobby of a guest house
called Jijihyang that has books donated
by museums and art galleries. The
Book City Letter Press Museum, which
has the largest print types in the world,
is located on B1 and attracts countless
book lovers.

4F, Lotte Department Store Pyeongchon, 180, Simin-daero, Dongan-gu,
Anyang-si, Gyeonggi-do 031-8086-9457
Monday-Thursday 10:30-20:00, Friday-Sunday 10:30-20:30
monamiconcept.com

Paju Book City Center, 145, Hoedong-gil, Pajusi, Gyeonggi-do
Halls 1 & 2 10:00-20:00, Hall 3
00:00-12:00 031-955-0082
forestofwisdom.or.kr

BEST PICK
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©Yangpyeong Dreamy Camera

Gyeonggi-do Café Tour for Those
Wanting to Become INSSA

1063, Hoban-ro, Cheongpyeong-myeon, Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
09:00-18:00 031-584-8200
www.pfcamp.com

BEST PICK

©Namyangju For a Day

BEST PICK

35, Hansol-gil, Yongmun-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
031-771-3264
Tuesday-Saturday 11:00-18:00, closed on Sundays,
Mondays and traditional holidays (Seollal & Chuseok)
dreamycamera.synology.me

#CAFE

©Le Petite France

14

FOR A DAY RESTAURANT, NAMYANGJU
Enjoy a Night View from a Bungalow
This is a place where you can spend time
in an outdoor bungalow. Depending on the
weather, you can lift up the tent or lower it,
and you can stay warm outside even in the
cold weather thanks to the electric mats on
the chairs. The Hong Kong Waffle at the café
is quite special, with chock-full of seasonal
fruits in the waffles. During the day, you can
take in a view of the Hangang River glistening under the sunlight, and it also offers a
spectacular night view. Enjoy the waffle with
some Einspänner or strawberry milk as a way
to heal your weary body and soul.

ORANGERIE CAFÉ, YANGJU A Botanical
Garden Café That Provides Healing
This coffee shop has trees, stones, and a pond
and stream where there are fish swimming.
The café inside a botanical garden is the talk of
the town because of its unparalleled visuals. It
is quite massive, being located together with
Orangerie Botanical Garden. Take your parents or kids with you here, and they will thank
you for days for bringing them.
423-19, Gisan-ro, Baekseok-eup, Yangju-si, Gyeonggi-do
070-755-0615
Monday-Sunday 11:00-21:00
©Yangju Orangerie

#ARTISTIC
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DREAMY CAMERA, YANGPYEONG
Wishing for Your Dreams Come True
The owner of Dreamy Café believes that dreams can be
realized by reminding oneself of one’s dreams while looking at photographs every day. She has actually attained her
aspirations that way, and she shares her know-how with her
customers. If you write down your bucket list on the paper
provided at the café, the ‘Dream Photograph’ taken with a
Polaroid camera will be given to you, free-of-charge.

BEST PICK
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8-7, Gyeonggang-ro 926beon-gil, Wabu-eup,
Namyangju-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-577-2505
Monday-Sunday 11:00-24:00

BEST PICK
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CLOUD 8 ROOFTOP LOUNGE, SUWON Fresh Food on a Rooftop
This is a 495m2 rooftop lounge that has the biggest bar in Suwon. You can
enjoy food made with fresh ingredients every day as well as cocktails made
with fresh fruits and herbs. There are bean bag chairs at the center of the
rooftop deck where you can relax comfortably. Because it is an amazing
place to take pictures during sunset, the rooftop deck becomes packed with
customers as soon as the lounge opens. It closes early when they run out of
ingredients, so give them a call if you are planning to visit late.
53, Gyeongsu-daero 446beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
Monday-Sunday 12:00-02:00
m.blog.naver.com/2000tammy

031-221-3090
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Soak up the Latest Hallyu Trends While Walking Along the Streets

#STREET

PANGYO STATION,
SHINBUNDANG LINE

1 FLOWER CHEOVANG
Buying Flowers While Traveling
This is a flower shop that is reminiscent of an adorable attic
room. Beyond the windows, there is the quaint Hwaseomun
Gate that will take your breath away. When you purchase
flowers here, the florist will write you a flower prescription,
which looks like a medicine bag. There are regular classes
as well as one-day classes, which is great news for those
traveling in Suwon.

2F, Hwaseomun-ro 17beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
070-8844-2624
12:00-19:00, closed on Wednesdays
2 O’BROTHERS CAFÉ & BARBER
A Barber Shop and Café in a Renovated 2-story House
This is a barber shop and café established in a two-story
home. It is interesting to explore because the rooms remain
divided like a home. The largest room is used as the barber
shop, while you can order coffee on the second floor. It is
situated on the trail along Hwaseong Fortress, so you can
enjoy a great view of the fortress through the huge windows.

54, Hwaseomun-ro 17beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
010-6221-8728
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Pangyo Café Street is lined with trendy coffee shops and unique shops.
It has appeared often in romantic dramas ranging
from <I Need Romance> to <My Love from the Star>.

WILLIAMS BURGER Where They Make Good Burgers
Because their burgers are made to order, you have to typically wait around 15 to 20 minutes after ordering your food.
The homemade patties, juicy bacon, and three different kids of
cheese blend together fantastically, and the burst of flavors is
definitely worth the wait.

33, Hwaseomun-ro, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si,
Gyeonggi-do 070-4257-0515
12:00-22:00
5 JUNG JIYOUNG COFFEE ROASTERS
A Newtro Rooftop Café

13, Jeongjo-ro 905beon-il, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si,
Gyeonggi-do 070-7773-2017
12:00-22:00, closed on Mondays

3 ON THE STAIRS RESTAURANT & BAR A Brasserie with
Three Distinct Charms
It is a combination of a restaurant where you can enjoy pizza or
pasta with an alcoholic beverage, a café that offers organic tea
and freshly made egg tarts, and a shop that sells eco-friendly
soy candles, diffusers, soaps and other items. The three places
are connected by stairs.

5

JANGAN PARK
SUWON STATION,
SUBWAY LINE 1

SUWON CULTURAL
FOUNDATION

2

O’BROTHERS
CAFÉ & BABER
PATERSON
COFFEE

1
FLOWER
CHEOVANG

564-3, Baekhyeon-dong, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-701-8899
(Weekdays) 11:00-01:00, (Weekends) 11:00-02:00

562-1, Baekhyeon-dong, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-8016-5662
10:00-20:00 (Closed on Sundays)
www.howshouse.co.kr
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Haengnidan-gil,
Suwon

4

3

4 HOW’S HOUSE STORE European-Style Living Goods
The owner, who used to work as a copywriter for an advertising
firm, opened up the shop solely based on her own tastes as a
way to feed her appetite for beautiful interior décor items. The
products are imported from Europe, and they include Polish
dishware with flamboyant colors and linen items flown all the
way from France and the Netherlands.

HWAHONGMUN
GATE

BEST PICK

-AN
JANG RI
O
E
SAG

CAFÉ 7209

2

579-4, Baekhyeon-dong, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-8016-7676
(Weekdays) 12:00-21:00, (Weekends) 11:00-21:00,
(Breaktime) 15:00-17:30

4 PATERSON COFFEE
A Modern and Stylish Café

JUNG JI YOUNG
COFFEE
ROASTERS

Baekhyon-dong Café Street, Seongnam

3-1, Pangyoyeok-ro 10beong-il, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do
070-4418-0415
10:00-24:00 (open year round)

54, Sinpung-ro 23beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si,
Gyeonggi-do 031-302-1111
12:00-22:00, closed on Thursdays

JANGANMUN GATE

I’M HOME
CAFE

1 I’M HOME CAFE Backdrop of a Drama
The crisp exterior in cream color, blue-toned door, and yellow sign will instantly catch passersby attention. Their tarts,
sandwiches and brunch menu are especially popular. We
also recommend Milk Patbingsu made with handmade red
bean filling, milk, mixed grains powder and mochi.

3 CAFÉ 7209
Enjoy a Romantic Picnic Outside

SUNAE
SAGEORI

HWASEONG
FORTRESS

BEST PICK

SEE Page 13: The Newtro Alleys of Suwon

Haengnidan-gil is lined with old
houses that have been renovated
and turned into coffee shops and
restaurants under the concept of
newtro (new+retro). Visit one of the
rooftop cafes to soak up the stunning
view of Hwaseong Fortress. Because of
its quaint appearance, it has become a
popular filming location for films.

HWASEONG
HAENGGUNG
PALACE

STATUE
OF KING
JEONGJO
PALDALMUN GATE
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K-FOOD
HANOK CAFÉ, MIRACLE TOWN RESORTS, YEONCHEON
A Pleasantly Relaxing Day in a Hanok
It is situated on a large lot that is reminiscent of a small palace.
There is a hanok building on high ground and the sheer number of
crock jars nearby is astonishing. The chair next to the small sign is
a special photo booth, Photo Zone. Once you are here, you’ve got
to try the sweet drink made with Job’s tears grown in Yeoncheon,
fruit ade, or Americano with the freshly baked streusel bread. After
a stroll, you can relax in the footbath area. They put up a notice on
their Instagram account if they are going to close on a certain day,
so make sure to check it before you pay them a visit.

#EAT

A Delicious Journey around Gyeonggi-do

132, Gunjung-ro, Gunnam-myeon, Yeoncheon-gun, Gyeonggi-o
010-2292-7011
Monday-Friday 12:00-19:00,
Weekends & Holidays 11:00-19:00
www.instagram.com/yunchun__watch

BEST PICK
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CASA MEAL, PAJU
Enjoy Brunch in a Gorgeous Place
This is a restaurant located inside one of the
store locations of Casamia, an interior décor
and furniture brand. It offers a brunch menu
such as French toast and omelet as well as
diverse types of pasta and pizza. After satiating your hunger, go to the third floor to check
out the interior trends that have caught on
among the local home décor enthusiasts and
gain some inspirations for your own home.
127, Munbal-ro, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-8035-6622
Weekdays 11:00 - 20:00 (Lunch
11:00~14:00, brunch menu served until 14:00) Weekends
11:00 - 20:00 (Lunch menu served between 11:00~14:00
during weekdays are not available.)

THE FOREST GARDEN, GOYANG
A Restaurant That Looks Like a Forest
When you enter inside, you will feel as
though you are in a forest. There are large
windows that let in natural light, and it is
so gorgeous that it becomes a perfect
photo spot, anywhere you point the camera. This is why it has served as a filming
location for dramas and advertisements.
In addition to the autograph of RM,
the leader of BTS who lives nearby, there
are numerous autographs left by famous
celebrities. It is famous for its brunch
menu, but during your first visit, we suggest you try the spicy paese past served in
a stone pot.

BEST PICK
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FARMER’S TABLE, PAJU
A Place Where You Can Enjoy Tasty Wine
This is well-known as the cafeteria of the school featured in
the KBS2 drama <Boys Over Flowers>. It’s a great place to go
for an outing, as it is located in the Artinus building where
there is an exhibition hall, café and restaurant. It is quite
a lovely place with the spacious area beautifully adorned
with wood and stones, and there is even an indoor garden.
Oven-baked pizza and steak are hugely popular, and craft
beer is becoming almost as popular as the wines here.
1F, Artinus, 59-77 Heyrimaeul-gil, Tanhyeon-myeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-948-6225
Tuesday-Sunday 11:30-21:00
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JAYEONKONG HAN-JEONGSIK
(KOREAN TABLE D'HÔTE), UIWANG
Fresh Tofu Made in the Morning
Jayeonkong, tucked away in the foothills of Moraksan Mountain
near Baegun Lake, is a restaurant specializing in tofu dishes.
They make tofu every morning using the beans grown in
Mungyeong and Sangju, and in the springtime, customers can
enjoy vegetables plucked from the restaurant’s garden. It’s a
perfect place to dine with a large party, whether it’s for a family
reunion, company dinner, high school reunion or so on. Their
most famous item on the menu is Jayeonkong Jeongsik, which
is comprised of various tofu dishes.
163, Munhwayesul-ro, Uiwang-si, Gyeonggi-do 031-422-0059
Monday-Sunday 11:30-21:30
jykong.modoo.at

ETALY HWA-DEOK,
AN ITALIAN RESTAURANT, GOYANG
Enjoy Oven Baked Pizza in a Hanok
This is a place where you can enjoy oven baked pizza in a hanok with modern interior décor. Every day,
they purchase small amounts of ingredients to make
pizza and pasta. They make the dough on their own
to make sure that the crust is crispy. Pasta is served
in unique dishware, and cheese is grilled on top. All
the dishes are so flavorful and delicious that you will
keep going back for more

BEST PICK
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8-8, Mugunghwa-ro 141beon-gil, Ilsandong-gu,
Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-918-1186
Monday-Sunday 10:00-24:00
forestgarden70.modoo.at

1F, Hanok, 26-47, Gobong-ro 770beon-gil, Ilsandong-gu,
Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do 031-977-4013
Tuesday-Sunday 12:00-21:00, closed on Mondays
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#SNACK

#HOTHOTHOT
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The Battle of Convenience Snacks!
Popular snacks at #conveniencestores! We love #bananaflavoredmilk,
#mochirollcake, and #byeolbyeolalmondflavor

Want to try spicy food? The following are spicy foods that provide the ultimate heat!
#Koreanfood is spicy food! #buldak series! There are different levels of
#spiciness! Check out the #upgradedproducts that had already been popular.

If you can’t decide what to buy at a convenience store because there are just too many choices,
then try the following items first! The list was compiled by one of our editors with 10 years of experience in shopping for food at
convenience stores whenever she needed a little pick-me-up with sugar, or was feeling a rush of hunger, or just wanted to tantalize her taste buds with something new and different. Don’t miss out on the special items that are only sold at convenience stores!
FYI, the main convenience stores in Korea are CU, GS25, 7-Eleven and E-mart 24.

With the Korean Spicy Food Challenge taking YouTube by storm, everyone now thinks of Korea when it comes to spicy food.
The most well-known brand would be Samyang Food’s Buldak series, a.k.a. Hot Chicken Flavored Ramen, while the most famous
foods would be tteokbokki and bokkeum-bap (fried rice). There are different levels of spiciness, so make sure to get a close look
at the packaging to check whether it is a mildly spicy flavor or a super-spicy flavor. If you are trying something spicy in Korea for
the first time, we suggest that you pick something that’s labeled as “mild” or contains cheese or noodles.
Drink some milk beforehand and drink yakult or Coolpis to prevent upset stomach.

A widely beloved
steady seller
Banana-Flavored Milk

Sweet and sour yogurt in
diverse flavors is all the
rage these days!
Yogurt Ade purchased
at 7-Eleven

They are so popular that
there is even a yogurtflavored jelly.
Yogurt Jelly

Try making things a bit
more fun by adding
toppings to yogurt.
Viyott

Widely loved around the
world for its soft, chewy
texture, Mallang Cow
Strawberry Milk Candy

Savoy almonds drenched
in sweet honey,
Honey Butter Almond

There’s even a tteokbokki
flavor. TteokbokkiFlavored Almond

Choco Pie, a symbol of
Korean jeong (affection,
bond), has been revamped,
with sweet caramel and
whipped cream that just
melts in your mouth!
Fresh Cream Pie

It’s crispy, chewy and
sweet with a combination
of glutinous rice cake,
chocolate cream and
peanut butter.
Ghana Creamy Chew

It’s biscuit that tastes like
galbi and fried chicken!
It’s Lotte Confectionery’s
Return of the Outer
Wanggalbi-Tongdak
Flavor

A savory injeolmi
(Korean traditional
rice cake made from
the glutinous rice and
coated with bean flour)flavored snack that’s only
available at E-mart 24,
Somjeolmi

It’s much more fun and
enjoyable to see and
eat thanks to the Kakao
characters! Kakao
Friends Gwangcheon
Gim Jaerae Gim (Laver)

Imitation crab meat that
has gained popularity
with Chinese tourists via
social media, Crammy
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The Buldak series became world-famous
due to a YouTube challenge. Even though it’s
dead hot spicy, it sells like hot cakes.
Buldak Bokkeumyeon (Samyang Food)

Your tongue will feel the burn caused
by the Buldak sauce!
Buldak Wang-gyoza (Samyang Food)

Gopchang (tripe), which is widely beloved
by Koreans, combined with a spicy sauce
has been turned into ready-to-eat food!
Maeungopchang Cheolpan Bokkeum-bap
(Chungjungone)

Soft cake with sweet
and smooth chou a la
crème inside,
Mochi Roll Cake
Plain

It’s just how tteokbokki should taste!
Mimine Original Gukmu Tteokbokki

Dakgangjeong (sweet and sour chicken) that
makes a perfect side dish for drinking.
Mil Dakgangjeong (E-mart Traders)

Give a shot at nakji bokkeum-bap
(fried rice with long arm octopus)
that Koreans absolutely love.
Nakji Bokkeum-bap

Impact Mints meet
Kakao Friends. Impact
Mints made even better
without sugar!

Enjoy Korean BBQ with convenience.
It’s vacuum-packed to make it easy to
transport and cook.
Pachae Gochujang Samgyeopsal
(No Brand)
SEE Page 32: Easy to Cook

Pig skin is super-popular
as a side dish for drinking.
Jikhwa Kkeopdegi (No Brand)
SEE Page 32: Easy to Cook

The level of heat is toned down a bit with
jjolmyeon (chewy noodles) and savory cheese.
Cheese Jjolbokki
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#KOREAN FRUITS
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Local Liquor Collection of Gyeonggi-do Province
The flavors of #traditionalliquors, #fresh fruit wine, #savory rice wine: what’s #your choice?

Fruit Shopping, a Must During a Traditional Market Tour

They say, quality water makes quality liquor and quality ingredients result in the best possible flavor.
The clean water of Gyeonggi-do Province is combined with locally produced ingredients to make liquors of the finest quality.
With the owners of breweries, wineries and other liquor-making places becoming younger and more experimental,
diverse flavors are being presented. There are wide selections to choose from depending on your taste.
(* Prices may vary depending on the vendor.)

Savory
Local
Makgeolli
(Rice Wine)

Sweet
Fruit
Wines

Grand Coteau Rosé Wine
The grapes are fermented
in their unpeeled state, but
after some time, the peels
are removed. The pinkcolored wine is smooth
and easy to drink, and it
is often described as the
wine for couples or dessert
wine. It is fresh and low in
tannins.
Alcohol content: 12.0%
Price: 21000 KRW
Producer: Green Nongsan
Agricultural Association
Corporation

Honeymoon Wine
This wine is made with
clean water drawn from
Yangpyeong and honey
obtained from some 20
bee farms in Gyeonggido Province. There is
a subtle flower scent
because of the honey.
The citrus flavor and
taste invigorate the
appetite, and this is why
it is typically consumed
as an aperitif.

Anseong-Machum
Saeng Fresh Makgeolli
This makgeolli is made
with Anseong-machum
rice, the quality of which is
guaranteed by Anseong
City. It is made by Lee
Jeong-ja, who has been
designated by an Important
Intangible Cultural Property
by Seoul Metropolitan
Government for the ability
to make ‘songjeolju.’

Alcohol content: 10.0%
Price: 35000 KRW
Producer: iBee Agricultural
Union Corp.

1932 Pocheon Edong
Saeng Fresh Makgeolli
There are many army units
stationed in Pocheon, and
many of the former military
officers who served here
inevitably return because
they simply cannot forget
the taste of Pocheon Idong
Makgeolli. It is made with
clean aquifer water under
Cheonggyesan Mountain
using a secret recipe that
has been passed down for
85 years. When you take a
sip, you will feel as though
you are tasting the clouds.

Moonbaesool Heritage
This is what the then-South
Korean President Kim Daejoong and then-North Korean
leader Kim Jong-il cheered
with during the 2000 InterKorean Summit. It is clean
and clear liquor that was
served to the kings during the
Goryeo Dynasty. It is currently
made by Lee Gi-chun, who
has been designated as
Traditional Food Master No. 7.

Mir 25
It is made by fermenting
malt obtained from
domestically produced
wheat, without adding
any other ingredients. The
traditional soju-making
method is applied with
the use of sojugori (a
type of jar). It has a rich
flavor and is subtly sweet.
It pairs beautifully with
samgyeopsal (pork belly).

Cheonbihyang Hwaju
Cheonbihyang Yakju is
distilled in the atmospheric
distillation process to make
this premium distilled liquor.
There is a smoky flavor that
has been infused with ripe
grains. As the name (“fire
drink”) suggests, it will make
your mouth feel as though it
is on fire. It pairs nicely with
ori-jumulleok (marinated
grilled duck).

Alcohol content: 25.0%
Price: 25000 KRW
Producer: Kooksoondang Yeoju
Myeongju Co., Ltd.
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Alcohol content: 23.0%
Price: 50000 KRW
Producer: Boonbaesool Brewery Co.

Alcohol content: 6.0%
Price: 2000 KRW
Producer: Hanju Brewery

Alcohol content: 40.0%
Price: 50000 KRW
Producer: The JSUL Liquor,
Agricultural Corporation

Shine Muscat, the Chanel of
Grapes
The Shine Muscat is premium
grape that is known as the
Chanel of Grapes or the
Hermes of Grapes because
they are on the pricier side.
They are seedless green grapes
that can be eaten whole.

Campbell Grape, Leading
Purple Grapes
Campbell grapes are some of the
most popular purple grapes along
with Geobong. They are huge
and contain few seeds, and they
are quite popular in the middle of
summer. Major producers include
Namwon, Yeongdong, Songsan,
and Daebudo Island.

Mandarin Oranges, No. 1
Source of Vit C in Winter
Mandarin oranges drive up
people’s appetite in winter with
their sweet and sour flavor
and high vitamin C content.
It’s been a widely beloved fruit
in Korea for more than 1,000
years and it’s mainly produced
on Jejudo Island.

Mandarin with a Tinge of
Redness
This is popular as a holiday
gift during Seollal (Lunar New
Year) and Chuseok. It is twice
the size of regular mandarin
oranges, easy to peel, and is
darker in color. It is in season
between January and March.

Hallabong, Between
Tangerines and Oranges
It caught people’s attention
with its bumpy texture, and it
is juicy, sweet and tender. It
used to be considered a very
valuable fruit, and people would
bring it back from their trip to
Jejudo Island to give to their
family and friends as a gift.

Busa (Fuji Apples) That Taste
as Sweet as Honey
This is probably the most
familiar and popular type
of apple in Korea. When it
becomes perfectly ripe, it
tastes super-sweet as though it
has been drenched in honey. It
is in season in fall, and it can be
stored for a long period of time.

Mini Apples, in Line with
the Mini Fruit Trend
There are now adorable mini
apples that you can finish in
just one bite. This variety has
been developed for those
who live alone. Don’t remove
the peel because it contains
most of the nutrients.

Seongju Oriental Melon That’s
Super-Firm
Seongju oriental melon is
probably the most famous variety
of oriental melon in Korea. It is
now gaining popularity overseas
as well. It is firmer and crunchier
than Western melon and boasts
high sugar content.

Apple Watermelon, a New
Type of Fruit
It’s watermelon that’s small
and light and can be peeled
like an apple. It’s also called
mini watermelon because it is
one-fourth the size of a regular
watermelon. It is receiving
favorable reviews for its high
sugar content and thin peel.

Yeongdong Dried Persimmon,
a Specialty Product of Korea
Persimmons have been widely loved
in Korea since long ago, which
is evident by the way they often
appear in Korean folktales. There
are two types of dried persimmon:
got-gam, which is the dried version
of a peeled, uncut persimmon, and
gam-mallaengi, which is cut into
three to four pieces.

Alcohol content: 5.0%
Price: 1650 KRW
Producer: Jipyeong Jujo
Brewery

Alcohol content: 6.0%
Price: 1700 KRW
Producer: Pocheon Edong
Makgeolli Co., Ltd.

Alcohol content: 25.0%
Price: 18000 KRW
Producer: Sulseam

Pear, Called K-Pear
Korean pears are delightfully
refreshing to eat because of
their high moisture and sugar
content. Described as K-Pear,
they are captivating the taste
buds of people worldwide.

Jipyeong (Live) Rice
Makgeolli
This is one of the main
products of Jipyeong
Jujo, boasting some
90years of history. It is
smooth, crisp and has a
subtly sweet flavor.

Variety
of Distilled
Soju

Ryeo Sweet Potato
Distilled Soju 25
Made with 100% Yeojugrown sweet potatoes. Its
rich flavor and taste make
it more drinkable as it has
been put through the crude
distillation process and
fermentation in an Onggi
(earthenware vessel).

Strawberries, the BTS of Fruits
Korean strawberries are supersweet, large and firm, and this
is why they are so popular with
overseas consumers. Called the
‘K-Berry,’ Korean strawberries
are on the rise as premium fruit
representing Korea.

Hanju Soju in the Glass
Packaging
This is made by Lee Seongja, designated as Seoul
Intangible Cultural Property
No. 2 for the ability to make
‘songcheolju.’ It is quite
powerful, and you will likely
feel happily inebriated
somewhat quickly. The
best part about this drink is
that you won’t suffer from
a hangover. Because it’s so
rich, it goes well with pork.
Alcohol content: 35.0%
Price: 16800 KRW
Producer: Hanju Brewery
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K-BEAUTY

#COSMETICS

Information Worthy of Your Attention If You Are into K-Beauty

OLIVE YOUNG
Healthy & Beauty
Drug Store
Olive Young carries skin care
products, body and hair
products, and various other
beauty care items including
beauty tools. They even offer
health supplements, snacks,
and unique drinks. And the
sheer diversity of the brands
that can be found here is
unbelievable. They carry
practically everything related
to beauty care, and the downside is that you will want to
splurge, even on items that
you don’t even need!

Unwind and Relax and Pamper Yourself at a Spa!

02
MEDIHEAL Masking Layering
Ampoule Exceltoning Shot
This is highly concentrated ampoule
with whitening and anti-wrinkle
effects. It contains tea tree and
Asiatic pennywort extracts, known
for their excellent soothing and
moisturizing properties.

BEST PICK

33

BEST PICK

35

11000 KRW, MEDIHEAL

©CJ Olivenetworks

01

01
POWDER4ROOM Water Glow
Makeup Setting Fixx
So’Natural offers different types of
makeup fixers. The one featured here
helps boost that glow on your face.
Spritz it on before and after applying
makeup to hydrate your skin and to
add a bit of glow, while making your
makeup last longer.
18000 KRW, So’Natural

04

03
Phyto Niacin Whitening Mask
Pack
This whitening sheet mask is velvety
soft and smooth and wraps around
the face perfectly.
25g, 50000 KRW for 10 sheets, NACIFIC

04
The Same Eco Soul Sparkling Eye
With K-pop idol groups’ makeup
styles setting new makeup trends,
shimmery makeup items are all
the rage these days. The product
featured here is a liquid glitter
that will make your eyes shine and
shimmer and make you look like a
K-pop star.

02

05

8000 KRW, The Same

05
Keep Sooth and Cool the Foot
Spray
This is recommended to those with
sensitive feet. When you feet feel
tired, spray this on to feel refreshed
and make your feet feel soft and
clean.
100ml, 12000 KRW, Adaline

03

06

06
APLIN Baekseolgi Cream
With whitening and anti-wrinkle
effects, it will immediately make
your face appear brighter. It applies
smoothly and will immediately
brighten your skin tone.
50ml, 29000 KRW, APLIN

BEST PICK
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CHICOR A K-Beauty Playground
There is a playground for beauty aficionados, and it’s CHICOR. It’s a retail store that carefully curates the best beauty care products ranging from makeup and skin care items to hair
and body products, nail polish and various beauty tools. Once you step inside the store, a
self-beauty bar that’s been dubbed the ‘Beauty Stage’ with a mirror and bright lights will
instantly catch your attention. You can find Korean brands as well as global brands that are
popular worldwide.
GOYANG BRANCH 2F, Starfield Goyang, 1955 Goyang-daero, Deogyang-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-5173-1555
10:00 - 22:00 (every day)
HANAM BRANCH 1F, Shinsegae Department Store Starfield Hanam, 750, Misa-daero, Hanam-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-8072-1735
11:00 - 21:00 (closing days correspond to those of the department store)
www.chicor.com/chicor
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#SPA

©Bucheong Woongjin Play City

WOONGJIN PLAY CITY, BUCHEON
Improve Your Skin at the Outdoor Healing Spa
This is a theme park with the largest waterpark and
spa in the Seoul Capital Area, with the indoor facilities covering around 20,000m2 in floor area and the
outdoor area spanning 4,000m2 in area. It even contains a driving range measuring 360 yards in length
with 200 stalls. The spa contains Bade Pool with
European water pressure massage facilities, SpaVille where you can enjoy some privacy with your significant other or family, and Healing Spa where you
can enjoy natural sunlight through large windows.
Choose a spa facility that’s right for you to enjoy healing and skin care.
2, Jomaru-ro, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
Waterpark Zone and Spa Zone Monday-Sunday 10:00-21:00,
Slide Zone Monday-Sunday 10:00-20:00, Sunny Park Zone MondaySunday 11:00-18:00 1577-5773
www.playdoci.com

BEST PICK

MIRANDA SPA PLUS, ICHEON
Soothe Your Skin with Natural Hot Spring Water
This area has long been famous for its hot spring water,
and here, you can savor the benefits of mineral water at the
waterpark, spa zone and jjimjilbang (Korean-style sauna).
The spa zone, in particular, is supplied with top-quality hot
spring water all year round. It is comprised of the large hot
spring bath, bade pool, children’s pool, chrysanthemum,
iris, wine, and chestnut event baths, aroma bath, jacuzzi
and more. Visit with your family or significant other to unwind and relax and enjoy all the benefits for the skin.

36

45, Jungnicheon-ro 115beon-gil, Icheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
Outdoor spa 09:00-19:00, large hot spring bath Monday-Friday 06:0019:00 Saturday-Sunday 06:00-20:30
031-639-5116
www.mirandahotel.com

©Icheon Spa Plus

BEST PICK
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ROMAN BATH, YONGIN
From Natural Hot Springs to Skin & Beauty Care
This is a hot spring facility that is closest to Seoul.
Receive a sports massage on the first floor and rest
in the hot spring bath and Bulhanjeungmak (firehot sauna) to let your body feel refreshed. There
is a place where you can even get your nails done.
On the second floor, there is the Ice Room, Oxygen
Room, Jade Room, and Amethyst Room. The third
floor contains the Charcoal Room, Germanium Room
and an esthetics area where you can receive a facial.
Outside, there is the Ondol (Heated Floor) Room and
bungalows that you can reserve. Because it offers
such diverse facilities and services, many people visit
for two days.
Yeongjin Spa Theme Park, 470, Jisam-ro, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si,
Gyeonggi-do
Monday-Sunday 00:00-24:00
031-335-1118
romanbath.co.kr
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MERCHANDISE

#SHOPPING

Endearing Characters That You Will Want to Keep Nearby! Shop for Your Favorite Character
Merchandise, Clothings, and More and You Will Lose Track of Time!
#Kakaofriends #LINEfriends What’s #your pick?
BEST PICK

BEST PICK

38

39

KAKAO FRIENDS SHOP, HYUNDAI DEPARTMENT STORE, PANGYO BRANCH, SEONGNAM
Released the “Kakao Friends TWICE Edition” Series in Collaboration with TWICE
Kakao Friends are taking the world by storm, with diverse product lines including lifestyle products such as stationery, dishware and home décor items. This October, they will launch products created in collaboration with the global K-pop girl group,
TWICE. They have six stores in Gyeonggi-do Province, and the one at Hyundai Department Store Pangyo Branch in Seongnam is
especially popular because it is the first to offer the hottest new releases.
4F, Hyundai Department Store Pangyo UPLEX, 8, Pangyoyeok-ro 146beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do
Monday-Sunday 10:30-20:00
store.kakaofriends.com

01
A Comfortable Headband for
Washing Your Face
This headband for washing your face
is soft and comfortable and not too
tight. It is 8cm thick, and it will prevent
your hair from falling toward your face.
Apeach Headband for Washing the
Face 12000 KRW
02
Build Your Own Ryan Pla-Model
This is a plastic model that is superfun to assemble. There is no need for
any adhesive. Included in the package
is the body, the head of Muzi’s rabbit
costume, Tube’s shoe-shaped head,
and 3 sets of arms.
Ryan Pla-Model (Muzi & Tube)
15000 KRW
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031-5170-2451

199, Everland-ro, Pogok-eup, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do
Monday-Sunday 10:00-22:00
store.linefriends.com

03

Stretchable Key Ring
The adorable Kakao Friends
will fly in the sky. This is a flying
key ring with a reel chain that
can be stretched out.
Flying Key Ring_Apeach
8000 KRW
04
Enjoy a Delightful Tea Time with
Ceramic Cups
Enjoy a delightful tea time with the
adorable Ryan and Apeach. The Lazy
Sunday Mug comes in two designs
(i.e. Little Ryan and Little Apeach),
and they are stackable.
Little Apeach in ceramic material
12000 KRW

LINE FRIENDS, EVERLAND BRANCH, YONGIN
Make This Your First Stop at Everland
There are two LINE Friends stores in Gyeonggi-do Province: Everland in Yongin and
Hyunndai Outlet in Gimpo. The store at Everland is arguably the most popular location, attracting a large number of Korean and foreign customers alike. Outdoor items
such as raincoats as well as plush toys and accessories that kids would enjoy are especially some of the bestselling items here.

01

03

02

04

01
Keep Looking at Brown Feel More
Beautiful
Open the lid, which is in the shape
of Brown’s face, to unveil the mirror
and comb that were hidden inside. It’s
a compact size that can be carried
anywhere in your pocket or makeup
pouch.
Brown Face Handy Comb 14000 KRW
02
Guiding You into Dreamland
The area in contact with the eye area
is made with 100% cotton, so it’s soft
and comfortable for you to quickly fall
asleep. It comes with a zipper bag so
that you can store the eye mask and
keep it clean and dust-free.

031-320-9108

03
Soft and Light Mesh Slipper
Chimmy who is gullible, hard-working
and loves to wear yellow hoodies has
been reborn as mesh slippers.
BT21 Chimmy Slippers 13000 KRW
04
Light Yet Robust and Pretty Bottle
The bottle is made with Trian, a new
eco-friendly material that has the best
characteristics of glass and plastic. It
is light yet firm and robust. It comes
with a matching cover.

01

03

02

04

BT21 SHOOKY Tritan Bottle
15000 KRW

BT21 Eye Mask 11000 KRW
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ACCOMMODATION

#SLEEP

45

48

46

44 45
43
42
ICHEON
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

SEOUL

41
40

BEST PICK

47

GYEONGGIDO

44

BEST PICK

41

©Dong Wha Healing Camp

Start and End Your Day at Your
Travel Destination

BEST PICK

DONG WHA HEALING CAMP, PAJU
A Fairy Tale World Created by Brilliant Lights
On your way to the manmade moon, you will encounter endless stretches
of metasequoia trees emanating phytoncides and colorful lights that delight your eyes. This area turns into a kingdom of illumination every night,
but in the afternoon, it becomes a small zoo where you can see parrots,
sheep, meerkats and squirrels. It also has a sledding hill that is in operation
throughout the year. When you stay here at the glamping site, you will feel
your entire body becoming purified by the pristine natural environment.

BEST PICK
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SINPUNGJAE HANOK GUESTHOUSE, SUWON
An Itinerary Recommended by the Owner
This is a hanok guesthouse built with pine wood and red
clay that offer health benefits. The owner recommends that
after visiting Seojangdae Command Post, Hwahongmun
Gate and Banghwasuryujeong Pavilion, you should head to
Suwon Yeonpo-galbi or Dongheung Sikdang to satiate your
hunger. The attic room on the second floor is so popular
that it is near-impossible to reserve. There is a room on the
first floor that contains its own kitchenette, making it ideal
for family travelers.
34, Hwaseomun-ro 42beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-242-5897, 010-4144-9339
Check in 14:00, Check out 11:00
sinpungjae.modoo.at

BEST PICK

42

©The MVL Hotel Goyang
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THE MVL HOTEL, GOYANG
The First-Ever Deluxe Hotel in
Northern Gyeonggi-do Province
This is the one and only highend hotel in Northern Gyeonggido Province. It is a 50-min drive
from Seoul, and although it is
located in a fairly quiet place, it is
just a 5-min walk away from One
Mount and Aqua Planet and a
5-min drive away from Hyundai
Department Store and E-mart.
To all the guests, a 10% discount
is provided for Cucina M (buffet
restaurant), Juk-rim (Chinese restaurant), and Il Lago (café), and a
50% discount is provided for the
sauna.
20, Taegeuk-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Goyangsi, Gyeonggi-do 031-927-7632
Check in 15:00, Check out 11:00
www.mvlhotel.com/goyang

BARASAN RECREATIONAL FOREST,
UIWANG
Enjoy Forest Breathing in a Tent
Barasan Recreational Forest contains
a 4.2km trail that leads to a camping
site and a 1.8km hiking trail, which is
connected to Bara 365 Hope Stairway
and Barasan Observatory. There are 27
camping sites in the recreational forest,
and you can book and rent tents at 14 of
these locations. There is the 2km-long
Forest Healing Trail and the Kids Forest
Experience Center, making it an ideal
family vacation spot.
96, Bukgoran-gil, Uiwang-si, Gyeonggi-do Province
031-8086-7482
Monday-Sunday 09:00-18:00
barasan.uuc.or.kr

IMJINGAK PYEONGHWA NURI
CAMPING SITE, PAJU
Go Camping Without a Tent
This camping site is located in the vicinity
of the park of the same name. It is massive camping site covering 34,000m2 in
area. It is divided into multiple camping
zones under different themes, which
means there is something for everyone.
There is the Rental Camping Zone, for
instance, and it offers equipment rentals, meaning you don’t have to bring
anything. Check-in starts at 3 p.m. in the
peak season and on holidays, so be sure
to call or check the website to see when
check-in starts on the day of your visit.

32-9, Papyeongsan-ro 363beon-gil, Papyeong-myeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-952-2002
Check in 15:00, Check out 11:00
www.dwhealingcamp.com

BEST PICK

46

613-1, Majeong-ri, Munsan-eup, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
1670-3856
Check in 14:00, Check out 11:00
imjingakcamping.co.kr

SS RESORT, GAPYEONG
A Luxurious and Private Getaway
The elegant interior, antique furniture, and white
bedding make this place seem like a private villa,
rather than a resort. There are only 10 guestrooms
in total, but tourists from all over the world including Europe and the Americas book this place after
seeing its photographs and reviews on Expedia.
Every guestroom offers a river view, and you’ve
got to try their brunch and barbecue! The owners
have studied abroad, so you will have no trouble
communicating with them in English.
494, Bukhangangbyeon-ro, Gapyeong-eup, Gapyeong-gun,
Gyeonggi-do 070-8808-9514
Check in 15:00, Check
out 11:00
ssresort.co.kr

BEST PICK
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BEST PICK

47

BEST PICK

48

ⒸForest of Wisdom

JIJIHYANG GUESTHOUSE, PAJU
Spend a Night with Books
Instead of turning on the TV inside your guestroom, get
immersed in a book picked up from a bookcase. The guestrooms, which are the epitome of minimalism, come in Twin,
Triple and Ondol (heated floor), and each is labeled with the
name of a prominent Korean writer. The hardwood furniture
and the cotton bedding will make you feel comfortable as
though you are in the bosom of nature. This is a place that
offers a “bookstay” where you can relax and let your body,
mind and soul rest and heal in the peace and quiet, surrounded by tens of thousands of books.
Paju Book City Center, 145, Hoedong-gil, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
Check in 15:00, Check out 11:00 031-955-0090
www.jijihyang.com

THE BLOOMVISTA, YANGPYEONG
A Gallery in the Lobby
The Bloomvista offers a sense of peace and comfort thanks to
the scenery of the Namhangang River and the nearby complex of single-detached houses. The lobby is like a small gallery introducing up-and-coming artists from Yangpyeong and
showcasing artworks by world-class artists such as sculptor
Lee Jae-hyo. The Bloomvista is best known for its character
rooms created together with Young Toys Inc., a prominent toy
brand in Korea. The character rooms are like playgrounds featuring Secret Jouju, Kongsuni, Tobot and more, and needless
to say, they are extremely popular with kids.
316, Gangnam-ro, Gangha-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
031-770-8888 Check in 14:00, Check out 11:00 www.bloomvista.co.kr

HERB VILLAGE, YEONCHEON
A Festival of Plants All Year-Round
The Herb Village is an ecological theme park that hosts a
lavender festival in spring and an angelonia festival in fall. It
covers 57,000m² in area with a massive glass greenhouse,
outdoor garden as well as Club Flora, an accommodation
with an outdoor swimming pool and a barbecue area, and
Farmer’s Table, which is an Italian restaurant, etc. The Herb
Village Pension consists of 40 guestrooms such as a loftstyle family guestroom, single-story guestroom, and family
room that vary in size from 43m2 to 106m2.
222, Buksam-ri, Wangjing-myeon, Yeoncheon-gun, Gyeonggi-do
031-833-5100 Check in 15:00, Check out 11:00 herbvillage.co.kr
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AROUND STATIONS

#EASY ACCESS

Learn About Places Worth Visiting Near Major Subway Stations in Gyeonggi-do!
BEST PICK

49

©THE AK TOWN

©Lotte Outlet Gwanggyo

PANGYO STATION: Avenue France
This is Korea’s first street-style shopping mall.
There are cafes with terraces and shops that
present thematic food culture in Parisian style.

BEST PICK

GWANGGYO JUNGANG STATION: Lotte Outlets, Gwanggyo
This is a place located in a transportation hub where you can shop
renowned and high-end brands at 30~70% off.

50

©THE AK TOWN

Subway Line 1, KTX iTX
10, Docheong-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-8064-2500
Monday-Thursday 11:00-21:00, Friday-Sunday/Holidays 11:00-22:00
www.lotteshopping.com

SUWON STATION: AK Plaza
This is the first-ever shopping mall to be designed under the Aeon concept. It is an ecofriendly building that uses solar power and
contains an ecological park on the rooftop.
Subway Line 1, KTX iTX
924 AK Plaza Suwon Branch, 924, Deogyeong-daero,
Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
1661-1114
Monday-Friday 10:30-20:00,
Saturday-Sunday 10:30-20:30
www.akplaza.com

BEST PICK

Subway Line 1, KTX iTX
IKEA
17, Iljik-ro, Gwangmyeong-si, Gyeonggi-do 1670-4532
Monday-Sunday 10:00-22:00, closed on Seollal (Lunar New Year’s
Day) & Chuseok
www.ikea.kr
Lotte Outlet
17, Iljik-ro, Gwangmyeong-si, Gyeonggi-do
Monday-Thursday 11:00-21:00, Friday-Sunday/Holidays 11:0022:00, closed on Seollal (Lunar New Year’s Day) & Chuseok
02-6226-2500
www.lotteshopping.com
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Shinbundang Line and Gyeonggang Line
Pangyo Hoban Summit Place, 25, Dongpangyo-ro
177beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-8016-0101
Monday-Sunday 11:00-22:00
www.avenuefrance.co.kr

BEST PICK
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MUNSAN STATION: Pyeonghwa Land, Imjingak, and
Pyeonghwa-Nuri Park
A 7-min walk from Imjingang Station leads to Imjingak Resort comprised of Imjingak, Pyeonghwa-Nuri Park, Pyeonghwa Land and more. Imjingak built 7km away from the Military Demarcation Line in 1972 is now a symbol of the longcherished wish for peace. At Pyeonghwa Land, you can
enjoy diverse amusement park rides such as Pyeonghwa
Train and bumper cars.

DAEHWA STATION: KINTEX
KINTEX located in Ilsan is comparable to COEX, a massive
exhibition center in Gangnam. KINTEX, in particular, with an
exhibition area of 100,000m2, is the fourth largest exhibition and convention center in Asia. The building is designed
to consume renewable energy, and this has helped reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by over 4,000 tons annually.
Subway Line 3
031-810-8114

Gyeongui–Jungang Line
Pyeonghwa Land
148-33, Imjingak-ro, Munsan-eup, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-953-4448
Summer Monday-Sunday 11:00-18:30, Winter 11:00-17:30
Pyeonghwa-Nuri Park
618-13, Majeong-ri, Munsan-eup, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do 031-956-8300

217-60, Kintex-ro, Ilsanseo-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do
www.kintex.com

BEST PICK
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©Pyeongtaek Lake Art Center
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GWANGMYEONG STATION: IKEA & Lotte Outlet
IKEA, the world-famous home furnishing brand, and
Lotte Outlet, offering high-quality goods at affordable
prices, are just a 15-min walk away from Gwangmyeong Station (Subway Line No. 1 and KTX). They are
both located in the same complex, making it convenient to get all your shopping done on the same day.

©KINTEX
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BEST PICK

BEST PICK

BEST PICK
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©Seoul Land

GWACHEON STATION: Seoul Land
Seoul Land is Korea’s first-ever theme park that celebrated its grand
opening in 1988. There are around 50 amusement park rides such
as the VR Gate and King Viking. It hosts the Luna Park, which is an
illumination festival, and seasonal festivals.
Subway Line 4 181, Gwangmyeong-ro, Gwacheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
02-509-6000
Monday-Thursday 10:00-21:00, Friday-Sunday 10:00-22:00
www.seoulland.co.kr
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PYEONGTAEK STATION: Pyeongtaekho Arts Center,
Pyeongtaekho Lake, Port of Pyeongtaek
The Port of Pyeongtaek has high utility as it has direct routes
to and from China. Meanwhile, the Pyeongtaekho Arts
Center located in the Pyeongtaekho Tourist Complex is a
pyramid-shaped building that serves as an exhibition hall
and multi-purpose hall. Visitors can enter, free-of-charge.
Subway Line 1, KTX iTX
Port of Pyeongtaek PR Hall
98, Pyeongtaekhang-ro, Poseung-eup, Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do
(inside Sindang Park)
031-686-0632
Monday-Saturday 10:00-18:00, closed on Sundays and holidays
Pyeongtaekho Tourist Complex
159, Pyeongtaekho-gil, Hyeondeok-myeon, Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-8024-8687
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I N FO R M AT I O N

I N FO R M AT I O N

CITY TOUR BUS
Delve into the Hallyu Trends While Walking Along the Streets

SEONGNAM DOSIRAK
CITY TOUR BUS
This is a Seongnam tour that allows you to travel
around the city comfortably on a bus and enjoy
sightseeing, fun activities and delicious local food
all day long. There will be a guide providing helpful
information on each tourist attraction so that you
can gain a better understanding of Seongnam.
The tour is available every Saturday, and the route
changes every week for five weeks. There are three
different fees that can be charged depending on
the route, but the fees are the same for children
and adults.

SUWON CITY TOUR BUS
The bus tour takes passengers to Suwon
Hwaseong Museum that provides deep insight
into the lives and achievements of Yeongjo
and Jeongjo of the Joseon Dynasty as well as
Hwaseong Haenggung Palace, Hwahongmun Gate,
Jangnammun Gate and more. Book this tour if you
want to check out Hwaseong Fortress in Suwon,
where there is a blend of tradition and modernity,
and learn more about Korean history and culture
by trying on traditional clothing, pounding on tteok
(rice cake), shooting arrows and more.

HWASEONG CITY TOUR BUS
This was Korea’s first-ever fair travel city tour with
prior booking required. In order to minimize carbon
emissions, participants are instructed to refrain
from using disposable goods and bring their own
reusable cups and handkerchiefs. Participants
walk for more than an hour to explore the local
traditional market and locally soured food market
and get a better look at rural life. 1% of the fees
are automatically donated.

SIHEUNG CITY TOUR BUS
There is Gaetgol Eco Park where you can check
out the tidal channel of the West Sea and old salt
farms. This is the one and only tidal channel eco
park in Korea that was established at Sorae Salt
Farm between 1934 and 1936 during the Japanese
occupation period. Prior booking is a must, and
when you pay 10000 KRW, you will be given 8000
KRW back in the local currency. So basically, it
means you get to go on a bus tour for just 2000
KRW. Now that’s what you call a thrifty trip!
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ROUTE
Week 1: Namhansanseong Fortress Sueojangdae Post – Lunch (not provided) – Pangyo
Museum – Maengsan Firefly Nature School
Week 2: Namhansanseong Fortress Sueojangdae Post – Lunch (not provided) – Shingu
Botanic Garden – Pangyo Museum
Week 3: Janseogak – Yuldong Eco Learning Center – Lunch (not provided) – Shin Haechul Street – Orfeo Museum Hall
Weeks 4 & 5: Namhansanseong Fortress Sueojangdae Post – Ceramics Experience &
Sandwich – Pangyo Museum
DEPARTURE 08:00 City Hall Station (Exit 3), 08:20 Seoul National University of
Education Station (Exit 9), 09:00 Seongnam City Hall IN OPERATION Saturday, the
route varies from week to week FEE Week 1 Tour: 11000 KRW, Week 2 Tour: 11000
KRW, Week 3 Tour: 13000 KRW, Week 4 Tour: 17000 KRW INCLUDED Admission
fees, participation fees (experience programs/activities), bus fare, guide fee, sandwich
(weeks 4 & 5) NOT INCLUDED Travel insurance, personal expenses, and meals (weeks
1, 2 and 3) INQUIRIES 070-7813-5000, www.seongnamtour.com
ROUTE
Suwon - Hwaseong (Half-Day Tour) Suwon Station – Haewoojae (Mr. Toilet House) –
Hwahongmun Gate (Banghwasuryujeong Pavilion) – Yeonmudae (Archery Experience)
– Suwon Hwaseong Museum – Suwon Station
Suwon – Gwanggyo (Full-Day Tour) Suwon Station – Haewoojae (Mr. Toilet House) –
Hwaseong Haenggung Palace (Martial Arts 24-gi) – Yeonmudae (Archery Experience)
– Jidong Market (Lunch) – Hwahongmun Gate (Banghwasuryujeong Pavilion) – Suwon
Hwaseong Museum – Gwanggyo Hosu (Lake) Park – Suwon Station
Suwon – Yunggeolleung Tombs (Full-Day Tour) Suwon Station – Hwahongmun Gate
(Banghwasuryujeong Pavilion) – Hwaseong Haenggung Palace (Martial Arts 24-gi) –
Yeonmudae (Archery Experience) – Jidong Market (Lunch) – Yunggeolleung Tombs –
Yongjoosa Temple – Suwon Station
DEPARTURE Suwon Tourist Information Center in front of Suwon Station (Exit 4)
IN OPERATION (Suwon – Hwaseong (Half-Day Tour)) March-October Tuesday-Sunday
(not available on Saturdays) Departure at 9:30, 13:50 (Suwon – Gwanggyo (Full-Day
Tour)) March-October Saturday, departure at 9:50 (Suwon -Yunggeolleung Tomb (FullDay Tour)) Sunday, Departure at 9:30 FEES 11000~14900 KRW INQUIRIES 031-2568300, www.suwoncitytour.co.kr
ROUTE
The Breath of Dinosaurs (Eco Tour), The Breath of Culture (History/Culture), The Breath
of the Ocean (Migratory Bird Watching/Tidal Flat/Salt Farm), The Breath of Nature (Forest
Experience/Native Plants), The Breath of Ocean Waves (Island/Eco Tour), Thematic Tour
(Rural Experience/Horseback Riding/Ranch/Yachting/Festival/Volunteer Tour), Haruya
Tour (2-Day Tour, Camp Tour), Chakhan Yeohang (Good Travel) - Haruya
DEPARTURE Dongtan Station (Exit 2), Hwaseong-si Media Center, Hwaseong Dongbu
Branch Office, across from Bongdam-eup Office, Hyangnam-eup Office, Modu Nurim
Center Bus Stop IN OPERATION Saturday-Sunday , 09:00-17:00 FEE 14000 KRW
INQUIRIES 031-366-4983, www.hscitytour.co.kr
ROUTE
Lotus Theme Park – Sammi Marketplace or Murwang Reservoir – Gaetgol Eco Park – Oido
DEPARTURE 10:30, 14:00 Oido Station IN OPERATION April-October SaturdaySunday FEE 10000 KRW incl. round-trip bus fare, participation fees (experience
programs/activities), admission fees, guide service; not incl. lunch and travel insurance
INQUIRIES 031-310-2902, www.siheung.go.kr

GWANGJU CITY TOUR BUS
Gwangju is a place where you can relish splendid
scenery of the Namhangang River and Paldangho
Lake. The bus tour route is quite appealing, so
we suggest that you book this tour as soon as
you decide to travel in this area. The tour guide
will provide you with information on the history of
Byeongjahoran (Second Manchu Invasion in 1636)
that is associated with Namhansanseong Fortress,
which has been inscribed on the UNESCO World
Heritage List. The tour route is changed once every
6 months, so make sure to check the new program
on the website before you go.

BUCHEON FUNFUN CITY TOUR BUS
This is a ‘funfun’ guided tour where you can check
out the rich culture of Bucheon including films,
music, and animation. There are regular tours that
are divided into FAN, TA, SI, and A, and there is a
metropolitan city tour (Gwangmyeongdonggul
Cave and Siheung Gaetgol Festival) that takes
passengers to nearby cities. Prior booking is
necessary for this tour.

ANSAN CITY TOUR BUS
There are diverse tour routes that include Danwon
Art Museum showcasing the artworks of Kim
Hong-do, one of the most celebrated Joseon
painters, and Ansan Reed Marshy Park, Korea’s
largest manmade wetland park. There is also
Daesong Wetland where you can feel the vivacity
of nature with 200,000 migratory birds flocking to
the area each year. It makes a great place to visit
for photography or a healing experience.

ROUTE (some of the attractions listed below will be included)
Namhansanseong Haenggung Palace / Namhansanseong Sueojangdae Post
The House of Shin Ik-hui / Museum of Face / Gyeonggi Ceramic Museum / Youngeun
Museum / Gonjiam Hwadam Botanic Garden / Gyeongancheon Ecological Wetland
Park / Paldang Mulangae (Wet Fog) Park / Sandureun Village / Yul-bom Botanic Garden
DEPARTURE 07:30 City Hall Station (Exit 3), 08:00 Seoul National University of
Education Station (Exit 9), 09:00 Gyeonggi Gwangju Station IN OPERATION 7/6 (Sat.)
-11/16 (Sat.) FEE 15000 KRW INCLUDED Round-trip bus fare, participation fees
(experience programs/activities), admission fees, guide service NOT INCLUDED Lunch
and travel insurance INQUIRIES 02-318-1664, www.gjcity.go.kr

ROUTE
FAN (Environmental Tour), TA (Science Tour), SI (Historic Tour), A (Animation Tour),
Guerilla City Tour (Double-Decker Bus Tour/Night Toru/Metropolitan Tour with
Gwangmyeong & Siheung)
DEPARTURE 09:00 Next to Bucheon City Council Hall IN OPERATION MarchNovember Saturday, 09:00-16:30 FEES 8000~10000 KRW INQUIRIES 032-656-4306,
www.bucheonculture.or.kr

ROUTE
Route 1: Jungang Station – Choi Yongsin Memorial Hall – Seongho Memorial Hall
(Botanic Garden) – Lunch – Danwon Art Museum – Ansan Reed Marshy Park, – Jungang
Station
Route 2: Jungang Station – Sihwa Lake Tidal Power Station (Dal Observatory) –
Daebuhaesol-gil Course 1 – Lunch – Tandobadat-gil – Jungang Station
Route 3: Create a tour by putting together tourist attractions in the city and Daebudo
area (must be a group of at least 20 people)
Double-Decker Bus: Gwanghwamun, Sindorim Station – Sihwa Lake Tidal Power
Station (Dal Observatory) – Daebuhaesol-gil Course 1 – Lunch – Tandobadat-gil –
Gwanghwamun, Sindorim Station
DEPARTURE (Ansan) 10:00 Jungang Station, (Seoul Double-Decker Bus) 09:30
Gwanghwamun Station, 10:00 Sindorim Station IN OPERATION (Ansan) TuesdaySaturday 10:00-17:00 (Seoul Double-Decker Bus) Monday-Sunday 09:30-19:00
FEES 6000~18900 KRW INQUIRIES 1899-7687, www.ansancitytour.com

GAPYEONG CITY TOUR BUS
There are a total of 9 circulation buses that attract
tourists’ attention. Through this tour, you can head
out to Jaraseom Island, which hosts an annual jazz
festival, and Namiseom Island, which served as a
backdrop for the hallyu drama <Winter Sonata>
and ride the railbike for a leisurely adventure. Keep
the ticket with you so that you can hop off and hop
back on at the stops.

ROUTE
A: Gapyeong Terminal – Gapyeong Railbike – Jaraseom Island – Gapyeong Station
Bike – Namiseom Island – Interactive Art Museum – Le Petite France – Cheongpyeong
Terminal – Cheongpyeong Station – Garden of Morning Calm
B: Mokdong Terminal – Gapyeong Hyunam Agricultural Heritage Museum – Gapyeong
Terminal – Railbike – Gapyeong Station – Kalbongsan Zipline – Gapyeong Station –
Namiseom Island – Interactive Art Museum – Seorak Terminal – Edelweiss Swiss Theme
Park – Huigok-ri – Cheongpyeong Terminal – Cheongpyeong Station – Garden of
Morning Calm
DEPARTURE 09:00-18:00 Gapyeong Terminal / 9:50, 11:30, 15:50, 17:30 Mokdong
Terminal IN OPERATION Tuesday-Sunday (not available on Mondays) FEE 6000 KRW
(Adult) Not Incl. Admission and participation fees (experience programs/activities)
INQUIRIES 031-580-2114, www.gptour.co.kr
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EG TOUR BUS

A bus tour specifically designed for non-Koreans to check out the major tourist attractions in
Gyeonggi-do in the easiest and most convenient way
The tour bus departs from major tourist areas in Seoul such as Insadong, Hongik University Station and
Myeongdong Station. There are seven tour routes available, and the ticket price includes admissions to all the
tourist attractions that are part of the tour. You must reserve your spot at least three days in advance.
GOYANG CITY TOUR BUS
Goyang contains Haengju National Historical
Park that provides a close view of the Hangang
River mouth where the one and only manse
demonstration aboard a boat took place during
the March 1st Movement in 1919. A unique
tour is provided each day of the week, and you
can tour around the historical sites where the
independence movement took place for just
around 5000 KRW.

ROUTE
Half-Day (Morning) Tour - History & Culture: West Five Royal Tombs – Tomb of King
Gongyang
Half-Day (Afternoon) Tour - History & Culture: Haengjusanseong Fortress – Lee Sinui Memorial Hall – Bap Halmeoni Stone Statue
Half-Day (Morning) Tour – City Cuture: Goyang 600 Years Memorial Hall – Goyang
Exhibition Hall for the Education of Peaceful Reunification – Haengju National Historical
Park
Half-Day (Afternoon) Tour – City Culture: Goyang Children’s Museum – National
Women’s History Exhibition Hall – Goyang Gawaji Rice Seed Museum
Full-Day (Saturday) History Tour: Bap Halmeoni Stone Statue – Byeokjegwanji –
Haengjusanseong Fortress– Battle of Haengju Experience – Lee Sin-ui Memorial Hall
DEPARTURE 10:00, 14:00 Aram Nuri IN OPERATION Tuesday-Sunday (not available on
Mondays) FEES 3000~6000 KRW Not Incl. Lunch and admission and participation fees
(experience programs & activities) INQUIRIES 031-909-9000, www.goyang.go.kr/citytour

PAJU CITY TOUR BUS
There are seven one-day tours for one tour
each week, four 2-day tours (O/GAM/MAN/JOK)
available on weekends, and two 2-day starlight
tours for a total of thirteen tour programs. It takes
you to the Paju Book City, which is a large-scale
publishing complex, as well as the Gardens of BCJ,
Unong Tajo (Ostrich) Village, Imjigak, Yulgok Yi Yi
Historic Site and various other ecological, cultural,
historical and tourist sites.

ROUTE
O (Five) Tour:
(Day 1) Hapjeong Station – Munsan Station – Imjingak – Dora Restaurant (lunch, paid
individually) – The Third Tunnel of Aggression – Dorasan Observation Deck – Dorasan
Station – Gunnaemyeon Sikdang/Restaurant (dinner, paid individually) – Camp Greaves
(Day 2) – <Descendants of the Sun> Experience – Dorasan Pyeonghwa Park –
Jangdankong Maeul/Village (lunch, paid individually) – Heojunmyo (Grave of Heo Jun) –
Munsan Station – Hapjeong Station
GAM(Senses) Tour:
(Day 1) Hapjeong Station – Munsan Station – Imjingang (River) Hwangpo Dotbae
(Sailboat) Ferry Terminal – Dujiri Maeuntang (lunch, paid individually) – Soekkol Village –
Yi Yi Historic Site in Paju – Donghwa Healing Camp (dinner, paid individually) – WIZ Hotel
(Day 2) – Yulgok Botanic Garden – Durumea Museum – The GEE’S & Goguryeo Ranch –
Sanmeoru Farm – Munsan Station – Hapjeong Station
MAN(Satisfaction) Tour:
(Day 1) Hapjeong Station – Geumchon Station – Odusan Unification Tower – Pajumat
Goeul (lunch, paid individually) – Young Ye Song’s Banul (Needle) Story – Jangneung
Royal Tomb in Paju – Robinui Sup (Robin’s Forest, dinner, paid individually) – (Day 2)
Hongwon Training Institute – Three Royal Tombs in Paju – Tomb of General Yun Gwan –
Two Rock-carved Standing Buddhas in Yongmi-ri – (lunch, paid individually) – Bangujeong
Pavilion and Hwang Hui Historic Site – Bolgeori Nara (Woldang’s Wood Sculptures Art
Gallery – Geumchon Station– Hapjeong Station
JOK(Enjoyment) Tour:
(Day 1) Hapjeong Station – Unjeong Station – Majang Lake – Bogwangsa Temple (lunch,
paid individually) – Byeokchbyoji Gardens – First Garden – Heyri Art Village (dinner, paid
individually) – Hotel Siena
(Day 2) Hotel Siena – Cheese Clock – Gongneung Tourist Complex – Provence Village/
Matgoeul (lunch, paid individually) – Odusan Unification Tower – Unong Tajo (Ostrich)
Village – Unjeong Station – Hapjeong Station
DEPARTURE 09:30 Hapjeong Station (Starlight Tour) 18:30 Hapjeong Station
IN OPERATION Diverse tours under diverse themes FEES 10000~73000 KRW
INQUIRIES 031-949-8888, www.pjcitytour.co.kr

DMZ TRAIN YEONCHEON TOUR BUS
The demilitarized zone (DMZ) is a place that retains
the traces of the Korean War in that it marks the
division of Korea, but at the same time, it symbolizes
peace. By taking the train, you can get to the DMZ
in about an hour and a half from Seoul. Because
it’s not as fast as the high-speed train, KTX, you
can enjoy the outside scenery in a leisurely way. It
has a well-preserved natural environment as it has
remained untouched by people.
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ROUTE
JANUARY-MARCH: Jaein Falls – The Water Culture Center of Hantan River – Typhoon
Observation Deck – Jeongok Prehistory Museum – Yeoncheon Station
APRIL-OCTOBER: Jaein Falls – The Water Culture Center of Hantan River – Typhoon
Observation Deck – Herb Village – Yeoncheon Station
DEPARTURE 09:27 Seoul Station, 09:50 Cheongnyangni Station, 10:28 UIjeongbu
Station IN OPERATION Wednesday-Sunday (not available on Mondays and Tuesdays)
In Operation Saturday, routes differ from week to week FEE 35000 KRW Incl. roundtrip fare, Yeoncheon DMZ Dreaming Tour (fare, admission and other fees) Not Incl.
lunch, travel insurance, and other personal expenses INQUIRIES1544-7755, www.
dmztourkorea.com

A.

THE NORTHWEST PART OF GYEONGGI: National Security

Paju Imjingak & Pyeonghwa-Nuri Park – Paju DMZ (Dorasan
Observation Deck, The Third Tunnel of Aggression, and Dorasan
Station) – Paju Provence Village – Shinsegae Simon Paju Premium
Outlets
DEPARTURE Insadong 07:30, Hongik Univ. Station 08:30
ARRIVAL Hongik Univ. Station 17:00, Insadong 17:30
IN OPERATION 07:30~17:30 (not available on Mondays & Tuesdays)
FEE 40000 KRW (incl. lunch)
INQUIRIES 02-365-1500, www.eg-shuttle.com

B.

THE SOUTHERN PART OF GYEONGGI:
Traditional Culture Tour

Hwaseong Fortress in Suwon – Nammun Market in Suwon –
Yongin Korean Folk Village in Yongin
DEPARTURE Insadong 09:00, Hongik Univ. Station 09:30
ARRIVAL Hongik Univ. Station 17:30, Insadong 18:00
IN OPERATION 09:00~18:00 (not available on Sundays & Mondays)
FEE 40000 KRW (incl. lunch)
INQUIRIES 02-365-1500, www.eg-shuttle.com

C.

THE SOUTHERN PART OF GYEONGGI:
Historical & Healing Tour

Namhansanseong Fortress in Gwangju – Hwadam Botanic Garden in
Gwangju – Icheon Ceramics Village (DIY Mug Cup Experience)
DEPARTURE Insadong 08:00, Hongik Univ. Station 08:30
ARRIVAL Hongik Univ. Station 17:30, Insadong 18:00
IN OPERATION 08:00~18:00 (not available on Sundays & Mondays)
FEE 65000 KRW (incl. lunch)
INQUIRIES 02-365-1500, www.eg-shuttle.com

D.

THE EASTERN PART OF GYEONGGI:
Nature Experience Tour

Pocheon Art Valley – Pocheon Farm Experience – Pocheon Herb
Island
DEPARTURE Hongik Univ. Station 07:20, Myeongdong Station 08:00,
Dongdaemun History & Culture Park Station 08:10
ARRIVAL Dongdaemun History & Culture Park Station 06:30,
Myeongdong Station 16:40, Hongik Univ. Station 17:20
IN OPERATION 07:20~17:20 (on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays)
FEE 50000 KRW (excl. lunch)
INQUIRIES 02-2038-0840, www.ktourstory.com

F.

THE NORTHWEST PART OF GYEONGGI:
Trekking & Wellness Tour

Gamaksan Mountain Trekking (Suspension Bridge, Ungye Falls,
and Beomnyunsa Temple) – Heyri Art Village – Korea’s Traditional
Hanjeungmak (Sauna) Experience
DEPARTURE Myeongdong Station 08:30
ARRIVAL Myeongdong Station 18:50
IN OPERATION 08:30~18:50 (not available on Mondays)
FEE 35000 KRW (excl. lunch)
INQUIRIES 02-861-9195,
www.hanyouwang.com/special/egtourbus.html

G.

THE SOUTHERN PART OF GYEONGGI:
Coastal Trekking Tour

Gwangmyeongdonggul Cave – Jebudo Coastal Trail Trekking –
Jebudo Tidal Flat
DEPARTURE Myeongdong Station 08:30
ARRIVAL Myeongdong Station 18:00
IN OPERATION 08:30~18:00 (not available on Mondays)
FEE 34000 KRW (excl. lunch)
INQUIRIES 02-861-9195,
www.hanyouwang.com/special/egtourbus.html

Gwangmyeongdonggul Cave – Anseong Farmland – Ansan Starlight
Village Photoland
DEPARTURE Hongik Univ. Station 11:20, Myeongdong Station 12:00,
Dongdaemun History & Culture Park Station 12:10
ARRIVAL Dongdaemun History & Culture Park Station 20:30,
Myeongdong Station 20:40, Hongik Univ. Station 21:20
IN OPERATION 11:20~21:20 (on Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays)
FEE 55000 KRW (excl. lunch)
INQUIRIES 02-2038-0840, www.ktourstory.com

Pocheon Art Valley
Farm Experience

Imjingak Pyeonghwa-Nuri Park
Provence Village

Heyri Art Village
Korean Traditional Sauna (Hanjeungmak) Experience

Gwangmyeongdonggul Cave

E.

THE EASTERN PART OF GYEONGGI:
Healing in Nature Tour

Herb Island

Gamaksan Trekking

Namhansanseong Fortress

Suwon Hwaseong Fortress
Jebudo Coastal Trail Trekking

Korean Folk Village

Jebudo Tidal Flat Experience

Suwon Nammun Market

Icheon Ceramics Village
Icheon Ssalbap (Rice)
Hwadam Botanic Garden

Anseong Farmland
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EXPRESS BUS TERMINAL
SUWON (CENTRAL) BUS TERMINAL
270, Gyeongsu-daero, Gwonseon-gu,
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
1688-5455
www.suwonterminal.co.kr

GAPYEONG (INTERCITY) BUS
TERMINAL
51, Gahwa-ro, Gapyeong-eup, Gapyeonggun, Gyeonggi-do
031-582-2308

WEST SUWON BUS TERMINAL
291, Suin-ro, Gwonseon-gu, Suwon-si,
Gyeonggi-do
1688-8507
www.seosuwonterminal.co.kr

ICHEON (CENTRAL) BUS TERMINAL
1200, Iseopdaecheon-ro, Icheon-si,
Gyeonggi-do
1688-3320

YEOJU (CENTRAL) BUS TERMINAL
85, Sejong-ro, Yeoju-si, Gyeonggi-do
1688-6512

ANSEONG (CENTRAL) BUS TERMINAL
85, Bibong-ro, Anseong-si, Gyeonggi-do
1688-1845
www.anseongtr.co.kr

YONGIN (BUS) TERMINAL
1486, Jungbu-daero, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si,
Gyeonggi-do
031-338-4444
www.knyongintr.co.kr

ANSAN BUS TERMINAL
410, Hanggaul-ro, Sangnok-gu, Ansan-si,
Gyeonggi-do
1666-1837
www.ansan-busterminal.co.kr

GWANGJU (CENTRAL) BUS TERMINAL
30, Gwangju-daero, Gwangju-si, Gyeonggido
031-799-7901

HWAJUNG (BUS) TERMINAL
74, Hwasin-ro 260beon-gil, Deogyang-gu,
Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do
1577-9884
www.hwajungterminal.co.kr

SONGTAN (INTERCITY BUS) TERMINAL
29, Jisan-ro, Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do
1666-3555
www.stbus.net
NEW SEONGNAM (CENTRAL) BUS
TERMINAL
16, Seongnam-daero 925beon-gil,
Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do
1644-2689
www.newseongnamterminal.co.kr
BUCHEON CENTRAL BUS TERMINAL
239, Songnae-daero, Bucheon-si,
Gyeonggi-do
032-719-2158
buspia.co.kr/terminal/bucheon/main.php
GOYANG (CENTRAL) BUS TERMINAL
1036, Jungang-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si,
Gyeonggi-do
1688-2113
www.goyangtr.kr
CHEONGPYEONG BUS TERMINAL
54, Cheongpyeongjungang-ro,
Cheongpyeong-myeon, Gapyeong-gun,
Gyeonggi-do
031-584-0239
UIJEONGBU (INTERCITY) BUS
TERMINAL
640, Dongil-ro, Uijeongbu-si, Gyeonggi-do
1688-0314
uijeongbuterminal.co.kr
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PYEONGTAEK EXPRESS BUS TERMINAL
40, Pyeongtaek-ro 39beon-gil, Pyeongtaeksi, Gyeonggi-do
031-655-2453
www.dyexpress.co.kr
GWANGMYEONG CENTRAL BUS
TERMINAL
51, Gwangmyeongyeok-ro, Gwangmyeongsi, Gyeonggi-do
02-897-0799
www.kobus.co.kr
POCHEON (INTER)CITY BUS TERMINAL
126-7, Jungang-ro, Pochoen-si,
Gyeonggi-do
1666-5068
SIHEUNG (CENTRAL) BUS TERMINAL
225, Okgugongwon-ro, Siheung-si,
Gyeonggi-do
031-434-8686
ANYANG STATION INTERCITY BUS
TERMINAL
339, 340, Anyang-ro, Manan-gu, Anyang-si,
Gyeonggi-do
031-446-1937
www.anyangbusterminal.co.kr
YANGPYEONG (INTERCITY) BUS
TERMINAL
91, Simin-ro, Yangpyeong-eup, Yangpyeonggun, Gyeonggi-do
031-772-2341

MUNSAN INTERCITY BUS TERMINAL
72, Munhyang-ro, Munsan-eup, Paju-si
Gyeonggi-do
031-952-2657
UNCHEON INTERCITY BUS TERMINAL
33, Uncheonan-gil, Yeongbuk-myeon,
Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
070-4045-5217
YONGMUN INTERCITY BUS TERMINAL
341-1, Yongmun-ro, Yongmun-myeon,
Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
031-773-3100
ILDONG (INTERCITY) BUS TERMINAL
4-3, Hwadong-ro 1051beon-gil, Ildongmyeon, Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
1666-7010
JUKSAN (INTERCITY) BUS TERMINAL
290, Jukju-ro, Juksan-myeon, Anseong-si,
Gyeonggi-do
1666-0283
ILJUK (INTERCITY) BUS TERMINAL
21, Juraebonjuk-ro, Iljuk-myeon, Anseong-si,
Gyeonggi-do
1688-6575
JOAM (INTERCITY) BUS TERMINAL
3-3, Joamnam-ro, Ujeong-eup, Hwaseongsi, Gyeonggi-do
031-351-8185
JANGHOWON INTERCITY BUS
TERMINAL
152, Saemjae-ro, Janghowon-eup, Icheonsi, Gyeonggi-do
031-641-2688
TAEPYEONG INTERCITY BUS
TERMINAL
Ganam Terminal, 56, Taepyeong-ro, Ganameup, Yeoju-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-882-6202
OSAN (CENTRAL) BUS TERMINAL
881-1 Osan-dong, Osan-si, Gyeonggi-do
031-377-3215

AIPRPORT LIMOUSINE

AIRPORT CONNECTION SERVICES

INCHEON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT LIMOUSINE BUS

GWANGMYEONG STATION-AIRPORT SERVICES
The airport connection services are provided for customers traveling
between KTX Gwangmyeong Station and Yeongdeungpo Station. If
you purchase KTX and airport bus tickets together, you can get a 20%
discount (3000 KRW) on the airport bus fare. Plus, you can check in at
the City Airport Terminal and get to the airport without your luggage on
the airport bus.

TICKETING OFFICE
(Inside the Terminal) T1 1F Gate 4/21,Gate 9/48
(Outside the Terminal) T1 1F Gate 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13
HOURS OF OPERATION 06:00-22:00 (Gate 8: 06:00-22:40)
FARES 5000~15000 KRW
INQUIRIES 032-743-7600, www.airportlimousine.co.kr

GIMPO AIRPORT LIMOUSINE BUS
TICKETING OFFICE
(Domestic Flight Terminal) 1F Gate 5 (inside the terminal)
(International Flight Terminal) 1F Gate 1, Platform 6 (purchase from the
staff on site)
HOURS OF OPERATION 06:00-22:00
FARES 5000~15000 KRW
INQUIRIES 02-2664-9898, www.airportlimousine.co.kr

HOURS OF OPERATION
(First departure) 05:30 at Yeongdeungpo Station, 06:23 at KTX
Gwangmyeong Station (Last departure) 22:00 at Yeongdeungpo
Station, 22:52 (Monday-Friday) / 22:55 (Weekends & Holidays) KTX
Gwangmyeong Station
ROUTE
(Subway) KTX Gwangmyeong Station – Geumcheon-gu Office Station –
Doksan Station – Gasan Digital Complex Station – Guro Station –
Sindorim Station – Yeongdeungpo Station
INQUIRIES 1544-7788,
www.letskorail.com/ebizcom/cs/guide/sta¬tion/station03.do

GYEONGGI AIRPORT LIMOUSINE BUS
ROUTES
4300 Suwon - Gimpo International Airport
4000 Dongsuwon - Incheon International Airport
4100 Yeongtong - Incheon International Airport
4200 Gunpo (Sanbon) - Incheon International Airport
FARES 6000~12000 KRW
INQUIRIES 031-382-9600, ggairportbus.co.kr

TAXI
INTERNATIONAL TAXI (FOR FOREIGNERS) AT INCHEON
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
BOOTH LOCATION
(Terminal 1: Arrival Hall) 00:00-24:00, Desk #23 between Gate 4 and 5,
070-5102-1191 / 1195
(Terminal 2: Arrival Hall) The desk counter on the right side of Gate A,
032-743-6805
INQUIRIES
1644-2255, www.intltaxi.co.kr
SMART TAXI (FOR FOREIGNERS) AT INCHEON
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
BOOTH LOCATION
(Terminal 1) 07:00-23:00, Desk #46 between Exit 8-9 (1F)
(Terminal 2) 14:00-20:00, near Exit 4 (1F)
INQUIRIES
1661-9917, www.koreataxi.kr/koreataxi
INTERNATIONAL TAXI (FOR FOREIGNERS) AT GIMPO
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
BOOTH LOCATION
(1F Arrival Hall) 10:00-23:00, between Gate 1 and 2, 070-5102-1190
INQUIRIES
1644-2255, www.intltaxi.co.kr
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Traditional Cultural Theme Park,
with traditional performance
throughout the year.

KOREAN
FOLK VILLAGE

Weibo
龙仁民俗村KoreanFolkVillage

Instagram
@withkoreanfolkvillage

Facebook
@withkoreanfolkvillage

Youtube
youtube.com/koreanfolkvillage

